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CHAPTERR 1

Generall Introduction

1.1. Lab-on-a-Chip, Micro Total Analysis Systems and Analytical Separations

Progresss in microfabrication technology in recent years, which originates mainly in the
computerr silicon chip industry, also allows the miniaturization and novel design of nonelectronicc devices. As envisioned earlier,1 in the near future it will be possible to reduce the
sizee of various instruments to micro or nanometer scale with attractive applications
spanningg from medicine to space travel.2,3 In a similar context a number of scientists are
workingg towards the miniaturization and integration of procedures common in the chemical
laboratoryy and industry into the so-called Lab-on-a-Chip.4,5 In general, this would consist of
aa system of microfluidic channels combined with micromechanical, microelectronic or
microopticall transducers and actuators. The basic advantage of such a design is the easy
controll of temperature and species transport due to the small size and the consequently
smalll time constants. Other important features are portability and low material and energy
consumption.. For example, microreactors6 may soon be able to perform many chemical
processess including dangerous reactions that would be out of control in macroscale. If
manyy are used in parallel, such microreactors would form the basis of a modern, flexible
chemicall factory.
Chemicall analysis is a field where the reduced scale is of particular importance. The
amountt of the analyzed sample is usually limited, and specific, expensive or toxic reagents
aree commonly used. In addition, the speed and the performance of many analytical methods
cann be significantly increased by miniaturization. The ultimate concept here is the so-called
Microo Total Analysis System7,8'9 (/iTAS), introduced by Manz.10 This is a miniaturized
versionn of the Total Analysis System (TAS),11 in which all steps of an analytical process
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i.e.. sample pretreatment, reactions, separations, detection and data processing are integrated
intoo a single piece of equipment (Figure 1).
AA /iTAS can in principle combine the advantages of the two classical strategies in
analyticall chemistry. One strategy is the selective detection of a compound in a mixture by
aa sensor. Simple sensors such as ion-selective electrodes are fast and allow continuous
monitoring,, but are suitable only for specific cases, and for samples of a simple
composition.. More complex sensors based on spectroscopic techniques, are more broadly
applicablee and still fast, but often require expensive, large and delicate equipment. The
otherr strategy, a multistep analysis, is almost universally applicable but slow. In modern
automatedd instrumentation, especially in TAS, the sample is carried through the various
stepss by a carrier fluid. Although this speeds up the analysis, in macroscopic systems it is
stilll too slow (> 10 min) for e.g. process monitoring or high-throughput screening.
Miniaturizationn and integration can bring the analysis time down to several seconds,12'3
whichh is close to the response time of a sensor.

Figuree 1: Miniaturization and integration trend in chemical analysis. An analytical
laboratoryy (1950), Total Analysis System (1980) and jtTAS (1990).
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Thee small scale of microdevices is illustrated in Table 1 by typical values for dimensions,
volumes,, times, and number of molecules in such systems.
Tablee 1 Small volumes vs. small resp. large molecules.
Volume e
Cubee dimensions
Diffusionn time

a)
a b)

## of molecules '

1/iL L

InL L

lpL L

lfL L

11 mm

1000 jim

100 fim

11 /xm

88 min/14 h

55 s / 8 min

500 ms / 5 s

0.55 ms / 50 ms

l5

10 /10" "

l2

10 /10

88

9

5

10 // 10

10 6 /10 2 2

a)) Small (M = 10 g/mol) / large (M = 10 g/mol) molecule, b) In ~ 1 mg/mL solution.
Despitee the earlier optimism, the creation of a Lab-on-a-chip and especially /xTAS turns out
too be a challenge. Only few systems have been fully integrated so far. A recent example14 is
shownn in Figure 2a. Compared to microelectronics, microfluidics has to deal with complex
propertiess of fluids, interfaces and molecules, strong influence of the geometry, surface
chemistry,, the danger of clogging etc. For these reasons one should try to keep the system
ass simple as possible. Even then many problems have to be solved. Only few partially
integratedd microfluidic chips have been commercialized so far, and mainly for the
demandingg analysis of DNA or proteins5 (Figure 2b).

Figuree 2: Examples of recent analytical microsystems, (a) MAFIAS - a true Lab-on-a-chip
(/iTAS)) prototype system for the monitoring of ammonia, [reprinted from reference 14 (p.
6655 fig. lb) with kind permission of Kluwer Academic Publishers] (b) A commercialized
microfluidicc electrodriven separation chip for proteomics.
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Separationn methods
Inn analysis by column separation15 ("separation methods"), the analyzed sample is injected
ass a concentration zone into a column with a continuously flowing carrier liquid. The
samplee components are transported through the column as concentration zones with
differentt speeds due to differences in some chemical or physical property. The zones thus
elutee from the column at different times and they can be detected and quantified as peaks in
aa chromatogram by using a preferably nonspecific detector (Figure 3). In this way very
complexx mixtures can be analyzed.16

peakk 2

retentionn time tr

Figuree 3: Retention (tr) and efficiency (a,) for Gaussian chromatographic peaks.

Thee ultimate parameters in separation methods are the peak resolution R, defined as'

At At
RR =
4a, 4a,

(l.l) )

andd the analysis time t, equal to the retention time r r2 of the last eluting component.
Ideally,, resolution R ~ 1 should be obtained (peak overlap < 2%), and this in the shortest
possiblee time. The separation is always counteracted by the finite peak width, which
increasess during the process. Because in a properly designed column the relative
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displacementt increases faster than the peak dispersion, theoretically a separation can always
bee obtained with a sufficiently long column and time.
ReducingReducing the peak dispersion (o|) will improve the resolution or speed up the analysis. One
possibilityy to reduce the dispersion is miniaturization, providing the detection and other
practicall problems do not counterbalance the gains.
Inn (pressure driven) liquid chromatography (LC), where transversal concentration gradients
aree induced by the nonuniform, in open columns parabolic, flow profile the peak dispersion
cann be significantly reduced by reducing the (effective) diameter d of the free fluidic path.15
Thiss is accomplished by using smaller beads in a packed column or using a thinner
capillaryy as an open (i.e. non-packed) column. The selectivity in LC is not directly
influencedd by this change. For fast analysis, when dispersion is dominated by the radial
masss transfer, the resolution scales as

R

L C ~ ——

(1.2)

aa
weree L is the length of the separation column. High efficiencies can be achieved in LC only
withh d<~5

fim.

Thiss is different from the situation in electrophoresis, where, because of the plug-like flow
profile,, maximum efficiency is achieved already with d of several tens of fim. Further
miniaturizationn only increases detection problems and is not feasible. An exception is
perhapss the combination of electrophoresis with entropie effects on large molecules such as
DNAA in very narrow channels,17 or the use of extremely high voltages for ultrafast
separations.1 1
Zoness are also broadened outside the separation column, in the injector, detector and
connections.. For separation systems on a chip19 it is therefore important that the fluidic
part,, starting from the point of the sample zone definition to the point of detection is
integratedd into a single substrate. This should preferably be replacible and have low
fabricationn costs, because its lifetime may be limited by gradual contamination when using
reall life samples. Integration of detector components may increase the sensitivity of the
detectionn techniques used, but is feasible only if the cost and complexity of the device
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remainn acceptable. Integrated microelectrodes or some passive optical components
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seem

suitable. .
Inn this thesis, a microfluidic pressure driven analytical separation device is presented,
whichh contains a partially integrated injector and, in a newer version, an internal UV
detectionn cell.

2.2. Size Characterization of Large Analytes. Hydrodynamic Chromatography

Propertiess of those materials, which contain larger constituents such as macromolecules,
micelless or solid particles depend on the size and/or size distribution of these species. For
example,, the size of latex nanoparticles determines the quality of latex paints or coatings,
particless of silica and other minerals influence the properties of soil or natural water.
Fluidicc lubricants, soft or hard plastics can be made from polymers of the same chemical
composition,, e.g. polyalkanes, just by varying the degree of polymerization. Therefore,
methodss for size characterization of large species are important for industrial process
monitoringg or quality control in many fields.
Althoughh optical techniques such as Light Scattering (LS) in a batch mode or in some cases
directt microscope measurements can be used for the analysis, those techniques provide
eitherr an average size, or a size distribution in a very small ensemble of particles.
Separationn methods such as Size Exclusion Chromatography (SEC), Field Flow
Fractionationn (FFF) or Hydrodynamic Chromatography (HDC) offer a simple way to size
characterizationn including size distribution (Figure 4). These methods are described below.

Inn the case of biopolymers, such as proteins or DNA, or bioparticles such as viruses, which
aree typically monodisperse, size separation is mainly used for identification. Although
electrodrivenn methods21 are superior in this field, SEC, and especially FFF and HDC can be
helpfull when biological activity needs to be preserved, and thus interactions with a
stationaryy phase or strong electric fields are not desirable.
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calibration n
separation n

sizee distribution

Figuree 4: Size analysis using separation methods.

SEC C
22 2

Inn SEC,

formerly called gel permeation chromatography (GPC), columns packed with

highlyy porous beads are used for separation. Larger molecules are more excluded from
poress than smaller ones, and thus elute from the column first, followed by ever smaller
ones.. A lower and an upper limit in size selectivity exist, due to analogous limits in the pore
sizee distribution. Reduction of the particle size (~ d) which is in SEC ~ 10 fim would
increasee the efficiency in the case of the slowly diffusing large molecules. However,
extremelyy porous and thus mechanically unstable packing would be needed in order to
maintainn the pore size and the selectivity for these molecules. Therefore, further significant
improvementt in speed of analysis is not likely in SEC. Miniaturization down to a scale of a
chipp seems not feasible, because of the necessity of the porous structures. However, a
reductionn in the bore of the packed columns, presently of the order 7 - 4 mm, would lower
thee consumption of solvents and ease high temperature applications.

FFF F
Inn field-flow fractionation15,23 (FFF), "open" (i.e. non-packed) flat channels (typically 2 cm
xx 100 fim cross-section) are used as separation columns. A transversal force is applied,
perpendicularr to the flow direction, which distributes the sample unevenly over the crosssection.. This, combined with the different flow velocities over the cross-section in pressure
drivenn flow, results in the separation of the analytes. In flow field-flow fractionation
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(FFFF)) the transversal force is created using cross-flow. For that purpose, part of the
channell walls has to be made as a porous membrane. Recently, suitable membranes
resistantt to some organic solvents, such as tetrahydrofuran, were introduced and also an
axisymmetricall version was demonstrated using hollow porous ceramic fibers (HF5).
Otherr physico-chemical phenomena can also be utilized in FFF to create transversal forces.
Thermall gradients (ThFFF), gravitation or centrifugal (sedimentation) forces (SdFFF) and
electrostaticc forces (E1FFF and DEP-FFF) can be used, however the separation is then not
basedd solely on size, which offers calibration problems, and the methods are more
restrictivee for the type of solvent or sample.
Becausee in FFF the species are focussed by the applied transversal force close to the
channell wall, reducing the channel thickness does not improve the efficiency In FFFF, the
requiredd complex fluid actuation disfavors an on-chip integration.

HDC C
Inn HDC columns25"35 narrow fluidic paths are necessarily utilized (Figure 5). Because of a
nonuniformm flow profile and steric exclusion of analytes from the slowest velocity region
nearr the channel walls, larger analytes are eluted earlier from the column than the smaller
ones,, similarly as in SEC. Because the separation mechanism is closer to that of FFF
sometimess the name "hydrodynamic fractionation"35 (HDF) is used. Earlier the method was
referredd to as "separation by flow"25 and "surface exclusion chromatography."

So far

HDCC has been performed in packed columns (PCHDC) or open-tubular (cylindrical
capillary)) columns (OTHDC; also CHDF).
HDCC is faster and more efficient than the previously mentioned methods, because of the
fasterr mass transfer in the narrow fluidic paths and the absence of partitioning as in SEC.
However,, its size-selectivity is low and therefore the high efficiency must be fully
exploited.. With packed columns or classical microcapillaries this is complicated by extracolumnn instrumental problems, nevertheless such devices have recently been developed and
commercialized,, although only for the analysis of particles.37'38 For the analysis of
polymers,, smaller packing sizes or smaller cylindrical tubes are necessary. This application
wass demonstrated experimentally,29'30,32'33 but not yet introduced in practice.
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separationn column

'detectionn ,
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OTHDC C

#
PCHDC C

Figuree 5: Separation principle and classical instrumentation in HDC.
Inn hydrodynamic chromatography the conduit thickness has an additional influence on the
resolutionn through the separation selectivity. In the simplest approximation30

RHDC
R HDC

41 41

(2.1) )

Thiss implies that HDC should substantially gain from reducing d, although the resulting
instrumentall problems are by no means smaller than in other methods.
Tablee 2: Comparison of different analytical size-separation methods22,23,32,39 9
SEC C

Floww FFF

HDC C

Sizee range (approx.)

l n m ---- 1 [im

100 nm —100 /xm
0 m

100 nm1' --- 10 fimb)

Peakk efficiency

+/--

- --

++ +

Sizee selectivity

++

++ +

--

Analysiss speed

--

- --

++ +

Decreasee in d
Statee of the art

c

_>>
++ +

d

_>>
++

++

c.d)

+/--

a)) Packed column HDC, b) Open tubular HDC, c) Packing size d) Open tube size
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3.3. Research and Development in HDC

Earlyy work
Alreadyy more than 100 years ago it was observed that in narrow veins the blood cells and
particless move faster than the plasma (Fahreus effect), but no practical application was
derivedd from this observation. In 1962 Pedersen40 has achieved a separation of proteins on a
columnn with glass beads and related this to the flow profile in the interparticle space.
DiMarzioo and Guttman

5

(1970) proposed theoretically flow-induced size-separation of

flexiblee polymer molecules in a laminar flow of liquid in an open tube of various crosssectionall shapes and derived basic relations for the elution volumes and zone broadening.
Inn their model only the steric exclusion and the so-called slip velocity is accounted for.
Smalll ' l et al. (1974-1977) have developed packed column HDC into a precise technique
forr the size characterization of colloids in a size range 10 nm - 1000 nm. Their experiments
qualitativelyy agreed with the DiMarzio and Guttman models. The observed influence of the
eluentt ionic strength, the particle chemistry and the presence of a surfactant has been
explainedd qualitatively by the presence of colloidal, i.e. electrostatic and Van der Waals
forcess between the particles and the capillary wall. Small has introduced the name
hydrodynamicc chromatography for the method. Stoisits42 et al. (1976) presented a model
forr packed column HDC based on a parallel array of interconnected capillaries. McHugh43
ett al. (1976) could quantitatively predict retention in packed columns at low ionic strength.
Inn this model the distance of closest approach of the colloids and the surface of the packing
wass calculated from a balance between electrostatic and van der Waals forces, adding this
distancee to the radius of the colloid particle to obtain the apparent particle diameter.
Brennerr and Gaydos27 (1977) attempted a proper hydrodynamic study of the HDC effect in
cylindricall open tubes, arguing that the analysis of DiMarzio and Guttman was
oversimplified.. The analyte in their model is represented by a hard sphere, and the model
accountss for hydrodynamic particle-wall interactions. These interactions limit the
selectivityy and the efficiency of the method. However, it is difficult to relate their model to
practicee because in case of permeable polymer coils the hydrodynamic interactions may be
lesss pronounced, and in the case of colloids, the colloidal forces may dominate.
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Inn 1978, HDC in open capillaries was also demonstrated experimentally.
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Although until

todayy the research has concentrated more on packed column HDC, significant work was
alsoo carried out on open-tubular HDC systems (see further). The research in the two
techniquess is presented separately, noting that many results are important for both cases.

Packedd column HDC (since 1978)
Prievee and Hoysan28 and Silebi an McHugh45 (1978) derived a quantitatively correct model
forr the retention of colloids in packed column HDC by incorporating colloidal forces in the
modell of Brenner and Gaydos. The models agreed well with the experiments of Small on
polymerr latexes.
Silebi466 et al. (1979) presented algorithms for the conversion of HDC chromatograms into
truee particle size distributions, including corrections for size-dependent detector response
andd axial dispersion. In addition, detection of latexes was studied extensively, notably the
turbidimetricc detection common in colloidal sciences. This method was found to be more
sensitivee than refractive index detection and the highest sensitivity was obtained when the
incidentt light was both absorbed and scattered.
Nagy477 et al. (1981) tested the validity of the so-called universal calibration in HDC, which
allowss the size characterization of particles from different materials than particle size
standards.. The elution of various polymer latexes at low ionic strength was consistent with
thee model.
McGowann and Langhorst48 (1982) developed an integrated computer controlled HDC
systemm for routine size-characterization of colloids. Efficiency and selectivity was
improvedd by using smaller, 15-fim packing particles. Van Gilder and Langhorst49 (1985)
usedd this system for monitoring particle growth during latex polymerization. Thorton50 et
al.. (1985) used a comparable system for characterization of latexes of a size 40-1100 nm.
Thee data agreed with measurements by transmission electron microscopy (TEM), photon
correlationn spectroscopy and sedimentation FFF.
Hoaglandd and Prud'homme51,52 et al. (1982-1988) presented HDC experiments on ultrahigh
molecularr mass species, which were too large for conventional SEC. The latter were
xanthann polysaccharides, dextrans, hydrolyzed polyacrylamides, TMV viruses and DNA's.
Fluorescencee detection was used. Dependence of the elution behavior on the flow rate was
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observedd and was explained by shear induced orientation or elongation of the large species
inn the flow. HDC was also applied to monitor polymer degradation by sonication.
Leitzelement533 et al. (1984) applied HDC to analysis of paints and milk, using columns
packedd with 20 fim ion exchange resins. Lecourtier36 et al. attempted analysis of large (M >
106)) xanthan polymers with HDC using differential refractive index detection. Langhorst54
ett al. (1986) used low-angle light scattering detection in HDC separation of
polyacrylamides. .
Secchi555 et al. (1987) investigated the recovery of latexes in columns packed with ionexchangee resin. The recovery was found to increase with decreasing solute size, decreasing
eluentt velocity, increasing surfactant concentration and repeatedly injecting the sample.
Kraak300 et al. (1989) achieved separation of polymers in the molecular mass range 104-107
andd a preliminary separation of proteins in columns packed with 2.1 (im non-porous silica
particles. .
Stegeman32,566 et al. (1990-1994) and Venema34,57 et al. (1994-1998) extensively studied the
separationss of mainly polymers in columns packed with 0.75-2.7 /im non-porous silica
particles.. The feasibility of the method was demonstrated by separation of polystyrene
standardss in the molecular mass range 104-106 in THF. Other polymer materials and
solventss were also used. Packing problems and extracolumn peak broadening were found to
bee the limiting factors. Coupling of HDC to ThFFF, and pressure and electrodriven HDC in
packedd capillaries was also attempted.
Klavons588 et al. (1997) applied HDC to analysis of waxy maize starch. Peyrin59 et al. (2000)
studiedd HDC effects and separations of DNA molecules.
Williams37,600 et al. (2002) presented recently a modern version of a packed column HDC
systemm for routine size analysis of colloids.

Open-tubularr HDC (since 1978)
Noell and Mullins44 et al. (1978) used stainless steel tubes with inner diameters of 250-500
fimfim and length of 80-200 m to fractionate various particulate materials with sizes of 0.02-50
p,mm in aqueous buffers. Latexes, pollens, bacteria spores and silica particles were used as
thee samples. An influence of flow velocity and viscosity on the elution behavior was
observedd and attributed to radial hydrodynamic forces. Brough61 et al. (1981) carried out
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similarr but more extensive studies, and demonstrated the use of the system for the analysis
off paint and metal particles in used engine oil. Methanol and THF were used as eluents. De
Jaegerr

et al. (1986) focused on the influence of the eluent composition on the elution of

carboxylatedd polystyrene latexes. Elie and Renaud63 (1987) used very large tubes of 4-15
mmm internal diameter and 12-15 m long to obtain size distribution of paper fibers of lengths
upp to 4 mm. Shiragami64 (1990) used stainless steel tubes of 260 (im diameter to analyze
contaminantss in a bioreactor.
Tijssenn and Bos29'32'65,66 et al. (1983-1995) demonstrated the possibility to analyze solutes
off size down to 3 nm in an open-tubular HDC setup, using fused silica capillaries of
internall diameter 1.2-2.6 fim and 0.8-3.3 m length with UV detection at 210 nm.
Polystyrenee standards in the molecular mass range 104-106 g/mol in THF were separated in
- 1 00 min with a resolution similar or better to state of the art SEC. Efficiency up to 400,000
theoreticall plates was achieved.

However, detection in these microcapillaries was

difficult.. The models of Brenner and Gaydos and DiMarzio and Guttman were evaluated,
thee results being more in favor of the latter model. In the same system influence of
temperaturee on dissociation of micelles was studied.65 In a later publication (1992), the
influencee of the flow velocity was studied and some new theoretical concepts such as
reptationall chromatography were introduced.66 Silebi and DosRamos67 (1989) used 4-60
fimfim ID fused silica capillaries 1-20 m long for the analysis of polystyrene latexes of size
100-11000 nm. The influence of eluent velocity and surfactant concentration were studied
andd the separation performance and feasibility of OTHDC for obtaining size distribution
wass discussed.
Ploehn311 (1987) and DosRamos and Silebi68 (1989) presented a detailed and rather
completee theoretical analysis of relative retention and later also axial dispersion69 (1990) of
particless in open tubular HDC with cylindrical capillaries. Steric exclusion, hydrodynamic
particle-walll interactions, colloidal and inertial (radial hydrodynamic) forces were all
includedd in the model which could accurately describe the influence of ionic strength and
floww velocity on the elution behavior of colloids. Miller70 et al. (1995) applied open-tubular
HDCC to monitoring of the evolution of the particle size distribution during emulsion
polymerization. .

18 8
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Hollingsworthh and Silebi71 (1998) presented a more detailed analysis of electrostatic and
electrokineticc forces in open tubular HDC of colloids.
Willemsen722 et al. (2002) used simulations by dissipative particle dynamics (DPD) to study
thee behavior of a polymer in a square capillary with laminar flow.

HDCC chip proposal
Inn 1997 Tijssen

et al. proposed an integrated micromachined HDC system (Figure 6) as a

potentiall solution to both the detection problems in microcapillary OTHDC and the limited
efficiency,, packing difficulties and

shear stress on large polymers in PCHDC. The

developmentt of this system, further referred to as HDC Chip, forms the scope of this thesis.

glasss wafer

siliconn wafer

separation n

liquidd in. sample in/out

Figuree 6: The layout of the proposed HDC chip.

4.4. Microtechnology

for the HDC Chip

Inn this section is a brief overview is presented of the technology used in the fabrication of
thee HDC chip and its connections. Details on the procedures can be found elsewhere.74
Thee choice of materials for the HDC chip follows from the practical requirement of the
compatibilityy with various, mainly organic solvents and the basic requirement of a precise,
stifff geometry for the HDC channel. Silicon,19 due to its monocrystallinity, allows etching
off structures with an almost atomic resolution.75,76 It is, as well as the other used inorganic
materialss (glass, fused silica and stainless steel), inert to almost all chemicals.
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Thee fabrication of a silicon-glass chip is shown here, however similar processing
technologyy was used for the recently developed chips from fused silica (cf. Chapter 6).
Thee chip fabrication process (Figure 7-10) starts with the creation of the etching masks,
usingg electron beam lithography. Three masks are needed: one for definition of the shallow
channels,, one for patterning of the deeper structures and one for the through-holes. The
siliconn wafers are thermally oxidized to allow the easier etching by HF. A photoresist layer
iss applied by spin-coating and the mask pattern of the channels is transferred into this layer
usingg photolithography (Figure 7).

Figuree 7: Fabrication - step 1: Thin layer technology and patterning by photolithography.

Subsequently,, the shallow channels are defined into the silicon oxide layer with HF (Figure
8).. The etching stops at the silicon wafer. For the creation of the deeper slits, Reactive Ion
Etching,777 (RIE) is used in order to achieve both a sufficient etch depth and preserve the
requiredd narrow width (before this etching step, another transfer of a mask is performed,
analogouss to Figure 7).
Finally,, a Pyrex glass wafer is processed which is used as the cover wafer to close the
channelss from the top. Fluid access holes are created in this wafer by powderblasting,78 the
waferr is polished and fusion-bonded79 to the bottom silicon wafer (Figure 9).

20 0
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HDCC channel - wet etching

Injectionn slits - RIE

Figuree 8: Fabrication - step 2: Etching of the channels.

Pyrexx wafer polishing

"xX*X><X>000 0

M l **
Powderblasting g

"Ifl! !

Thermall bonding of silicon and Pyrex

Figuree 9: Fabrication - step 3: Processing and bonding the cover wafer.
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Fluidicc connection of the chip is realized with a stainless steal clamp (Figure 10) to which
stainlesss steel connection tubing is soldered using a silver based alloy. The clamp-chip
interfacee is sealed by chemically resistant Kalrez™ O-rings. A photograph of the prototype
HDC-chipp system is shown in Figure 11.
Screw w
Sidee view

Figuree 10: The chip is clamped to external tubing.

Figuree 11: The test setup for separation experiments on the HDC chip prototype with
fluorescencee imaging microscopy (FIM) detection.
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5.5. Perspectives of Detection Techniques for the HDC Chip

Thee crucial problem in microfluidic chip systems in general still seems to be the detection.
Recentt reviews of the development in this field and in the broader context of /xTAS are
available.80'7'99 In most of the miniaturized detection techniques, low detection volumes81
limitt the sensitivity. Fluorescence (mainly laser induced, LIF) detection, being the most
successfull detection technique on chips so far, can only be used for fluorescently labeled
analytes.. Hence, it is the method of choice for biomacromolecules in aqueous buffers.
Miniaturizedd electrochemical detectors offer a good perspective for many microsystems.
However,, neither electrochemical nor fluorescence detectors are directly applicable to
syntheticc (uncharged) polymers in mainly organic solvents, which represent an important
fieldd for the HDC chip.
Moree universal detection principles are UV light absorbance and especially differential
refractivee index (RI) measurement. For large analytes, for example in SEC, also other
universall detection techniques are often applied. Those are viscosity detection (for solutions
off flexible polymer molecules) and light scattering (LS). The techniques are sensitive both
too concentration and mass and are mostly used in combination with a concentration detector
suchh as UV or RI.

UV-VISS absorption detection and related techniques
Inn liquid chromatography (LC) the most used detection principle is UV light absorption. In
classicall HDC, it is applied almost exclusively, mainly because the detection volumes of
otherr standard detectors using refractive index, viscosity or light scattering are too large
withh respect to the high peak efficiency obtained in the method. The integration of UV
detectionn on a chip is more difficult than in the case of fluorescence, however, promising
resultss have recently been reported.82"83'84"85 In the present work, a UV cell is implemented
inn a fused silica HDC chip.
Inn a solution of large particles, the intensity of the transmitted light is reduced both by
absorptionn and scattering. This so-called turbidimetric detection is often used for colloids.
Ann interesting version of light absorption measurement is the so-called thermal lens
technique,86'877 in which a strong focused laser beam is passed through a specimen. The
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moree the light is absorbed by the analytes the more it increases the sample local
temperaturee and changes its refractive index. This is sensed by a second weaker beam with
aa different wavelength.

RII detection
TwoTwo classes of RI detection schemes can be distinguished. In the classical RI detectors for
normall scale LC, the measurement is based on the refraction of an external light beam.
Thiss generally insensitive method was also demonstrated in a microsystem where a laser
beamm was employed.88 External beam RI measurement in microsystems can also be realized
byy continuously probing the angle of total internal reflection89 or by using backscatter
interferometry.90 0
Thee second class of RI detection methods has been realized in various microsystems and
usess integrated optical techniques. It is based on evanescent field effects known from wave
optics.. The discrete propagation modes of light in a waveguide are influenced by the
refractivee index of the closest surrounding environment e.g. the sample.91'92 This is because
thee electromagnetic light wave travels partly on the outer side of the waveguide as an
evanescentt field, with depths typically ~ 100 nm. The sensitivity of this method is ~ 10"5RI
unitss and is largely independent of the cell volume. This makes it a good candidate for the
miniaturizedd cells. Higher sensitivity can be achieved with integrated optical ring
resonators.933 Using a spiral waveguide, RI can be measured using so-called whispering
galleryy modes.94 The most sensitive integrated optical RI detection technique can be
achievedd in an interferometric setup95. Sensitivity values of better than 10~8 RI units have
beenn reported. As this device employs an active, modulated Mach-Zehnder interferometer,
itt is also the technologically most challenging technique.
Althoughh some of the methods based on evanescent light roughly compare in size, type of
materialss and sensitivity with the requirements for the HDC chip, implementing of those
techniquess would likely be an extensive task in the current stage of developments.

LSS detection
AA solution of larger species scatters incident light. The intensity of the scattered light varies
withh the angle of the measurement with respect to the incident beam, increases with the
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speciess size and strongly increases with the decreasing wavelength of the light. However,
thee intensity of the effect is in general low and thus laser light is mostly used for the
illumination.. In practice, the intensity can be measured at several angles96 (MALLS) or at
one,, mostly right angle (RALLS) or a very small acute angle where the scattered light has
thee highest intensity (LALLS). From the LS techniques, RALLS seems the least demanding
onee for instrumentation and may be thus interesting for the HDC chip. However, also here
ann extensive development would be necessary.

Viscosityy detection. A microviscodetector
Polymerr in a solution97 increases its viscosity, rj, according to
rr

ll = 1o(l + %) = rj0(l + c[Tl])

(5.1)

wheree rj0 is the viscosity of the pure solvent, c the local polymer concentration, rjsp is the
so-calledd specific viscosity and [rj] the so-called intrinsic viscosity of the polymer in the
solvent.. [rj] is related to the molecular mass M through the Mark-Houwink relationship

lrj]lrj] = kM'

(5.2)

wheree k and a are empirically determined constants, known for many polymer-solvent
pairs.98 8
Differentiall viscometry in a capillary-bridge configuration99 (Figure 12 left) is commonly
usedd as a detection method in combination with analytical polymer separations. From the
measuredd pressure drops the specific viscosity can be obtained as
4AP P
TJTJ w =
spsp
Pl -2AP

(5.3)

Usingg (5.1) and (5.2) the molecular mass can then be determined, if c is measured
independently.. Alternatively, when the separation method is calibrated for size for a certain
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typee of species, and the same relations are applied, the viscometer can be used as indirect
concentrationn detector.
Thee smallest commercially available viscometer has, however, a cell volume of several
/LtL's,, which is much too large for the HDC chip, but also for semi-miniaturized methods
e.g.. capillary size exclusion chromatography. Miniaturization of such a viscometer to a
chip-scalee was attempted in the context100 of the present HDC chip project. Small pressure
dropss of ~ 1 Pa have to be measured by the differential pressure sensor and only very small
hydraulicc compliance (membrane deflection) is allowed because of the very small detection
volumes.. Therefore, a unique pressure sensor had to be developed (Figure 12 right).
Subsequently,, this sensor was integrated into a prototype of a chip microviscometer (Figure
13,, Figure 14).
Polymerr
peak k

f\

May y
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Figuree 12: Scheme of a capillary bridge viscometer (left). The ultrasensitive pressure
sensorr (right).
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Figuree 13: Layout of the microviscometer.
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Figuree 14: Fabrication results. SEM image of the split region (left), stand alone
microviscometerr prototype (right).

Preliminaryy experiments show that the device is able to detect an injected plug of liquid of
differentt viscosity than the carrier fluid (Figure 15).

1000 0
timee (s)

Figuree 15: Response of the bridge pressure sensor and the differential sensor on an injected
plugg of ethanol in water in the prototype of the microviscometer.
Att this stage the viscometer is not suitable yet for integration into the HDC chip, because of
itss insufficient sensitivity, by a factor of ~ 40. Although increase in the sensitivity should be
achievedd via further optimization, the application to the HDC chip will likely remain
difficultt because of the extremely small flow rates involved. Possible application of the
microviscometerr for semi-miniaturized separation methods however looks promising.
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Imagingg methods for inspection of flows in microsystems
Inn the presented work, imaging by fluorescence microscopy101 (FIM), apart from its use as
aa simple detector in the test separations, is utilized for a simple inspection of the species
transportt in the system. This can, in principle, also be used to obtain information about the
floww profile in the systems, through monitoring the concentration profiles of species of
knownn diffusion coefficient at different times. However, this so-called scalar imaging
velocimetryy (SIV),101 would require a very sensitive camera with a high acquisition rate if
appliedd to 1 /xm depth.

6.6. Transport Equations and Computational Fluid Dynamics
Inn the field of separation techniques, the study of transport phenomena is important in the
designn and optimization of the methods. In a macroscale chromatographic system, standard
componentss are used, such as a packed column or a standard detection cell and cylindrical
connectionn tubing. Those can be described individually by well established models.
Contrary,, in integrated microfluidic devices design-unique features have often to be
created.. Here a detailed description of flows and species transport is important in order to
fullyy exploit the advantages of miniaturization.
Inn general, the motion of fluids is described by the Navier-Stokes equations which, for a
pressure-drivenn flow of an incompressible Newtonian fluid can be written as102

V - l l = 00

^^

ötöt

(6.1)

=^V2u-(u-V)u--Vp

p

(6.2)

p

wheree u is the velocity profile vector, p the pressure profile, J] the dynamic viscosity and p
thee density of the fluid. The equations represent mass continuity (6.1), and momentum
conservationn (6.2). The properties of the flow equations depend on the Reynolds number
Re,Re, which represents the ratio of viscous and convective transport of momentum
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pud pud
ReRe = - —

(6.3)

11
Inn this definition, u is a characteristic velocity and d the characteristic dimension. For Re <
1033 flows are laminar, furthermore, for Re < 1 the second term in RHS in (6.2) is negligible
andd the equations become linear (so-called creeping or Stokes flow) and therefore much
simpler.. In microdevices Re « 1 is typical for liquids.
Thee transport of non-reacting species in the flow field u is governed by the convectiondiffusionn equation102

—— = D V 2 c - u V c

(6.4)

dt dt
wheree c is the species concentration profile, t the process time and D the diffusion
coefficient.. For this equation, a characteristic dimensionless parameter is the Peclet number
Pe, Pe,

P e ^^
DD

(6.5)

whichh represents the ratio of the convective and diffusive transport of species. Different
characteristicc dimensions can be chosen as d. These can be transversal or parallel to the
directionn of the flow and thus both transversal (radial) and longitudial Pe numbers can be
defined.. For Pe »

1 the transport of species is dominated by convection, for Pe «

1 the

transportt is dominated by diffusion.

CFDD strategy
Analyticall solution of the transport equations (6.1, 6.2 and 6.4) is possible only for very
simplee cases.102 However, state-of-the-art Computational Fluid Dynamics103 (CFD) method
providess accurate numerical solutions in virtually any geometry, if sufficient computer
powerr is available. Both 2D and 3D problems can be studied, however, 3D problems are
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muchh more demanding in computational resources and time. In the following sections a
brieff introduction to the CFD concepts relevant to the presented work is given. The
informationn given here was adapted from various sources.'°3,104,105'106
Inn CFD (Figure 16) a virtual geometric domain is created, which represents the real
geometryy of the problem. This domain is divided into very small parts. Those form a mesh
(grid)) on which the transport equations are numerically approximated and solved. When
bothh the flow and the species transport vary in time, the equations have to be solved
simultaneously.. When the flow is stationary the flow equations are solved first and with the
obtainedd flow profile the species transport is simulated. This so-called decoupling requires
muchh less computation power and can also be used as an approximation for problems
wheree flow varies in a step-like manner.

geometry y

mesh h

£§ §

w-r* *

flow w

species s

Figuree 16: The process of the CFD modeling (decoupled).
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Thee computation procedure is rather complex even in 2D models and thus not own but
commerciallyy available software is mostly used. Only recommendations rather than solid
ruless for the simulations can be found in literature, partly because the development in the
CFDD field is still going on, and partly because of the nature of the fluidic problems.
Practice,, and a background in numerical mathematics and flow physics minimize the
chancee of unrealistic solutions. Specifically, the creation of a computation mesh in complex
geometriess can be a lengthy task and requires experience and often a trial-and-error
procedure,, even with advanced meshing software.

Finitee volume approach
Inn this thesis a commercially available CFD package is applied,106 which uses a finitevolumee (control-volume) approach to solve the transport equations. In this approach the
studiedd geometry is divided into a large number of small elements, called control volumes
(Figuree 17) or computation cells, which have simple geometrical shapes.

Figuree 17: Control volumes
Thee equations (6.1), (6.2) and (6.4) are considered in their integral form for the control
volume.. For example, the integral form of equation (6.4) can be written as

JJ — dQ = j" DVc dS - J cu dS
nn °"

s

(6.6)

s

wheree Q is the cell volume and S its surface. The integral equations are approximated using
numericall expressions for the derivatives and the surface and volume integrals. Time is
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dividedd into small, discrete time steps. In these expressions, the concentration in the cell at
aa specific time is related to the concentrations in the neighboring cells and the closest
subsequentt times, resulting in a linear algebraic form of the equations. For example eq.
(6.6)) becomes
timestimes n

aa

AA = ZZaic'j
»''

< 6J >

J'

coefficientss a are functions of the cell size and geometry, the flow field and the diffusion
coefficient,, subscript p refers to the considered cell and n denotes the neighboring cells.
Thee superscript 0 denotes the current time. When eq. (6.7) is written for every cell, a set of
linearr equations is obtained which is then solved, and the concentration in every cell is
obtained.. The same procedure is performed for the following time steps.
Inn the flow simulations, analogous procedures are applied. Because pressure is implicitly
specifiedd with the set of the flow equations (eqn's. 6.1, 6.2), an iterative procedure is
necessary,, in which the pressure and velocity field are adapted till a consistent solution is
obtained.. A pressure-correction algorithm SIMPLE (Semi-Implicit Method for PressureLinkedd Equations) is often used.103
Thee finite volume approach is conservative and can be applied to a fluidic problem of an
arbitraryy geometry. This is an advantage compared to the older and now less used finite
differencee approach where a grid of points and differential form of transport equations are
used.. In a finite element approach, so-called weight functions are implemented. The method
iss otherwise similar to the finite volume approach.
Numericall schemes in space
Inn the numerical approximation process, fluxes on the interfaces have to be calculated from
valuesvalues of quantities which are stored at the cell centers. In an upwind scheme (UDS) values
fromm points located upstream are used for this. The UDS scheme is numerically stable,
however,, its first order version leads to numerical diffusion and should not be used. In a
centralcentral difference (also linear-piecewise) scheme (CDS) values on both sides of the
interfacee are used. CDS is second order and thus more accurate, although less stable and
cann produce oscillatory solutions. Higher order upwind and hybrid schemes e.g. QUICK
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generallyy more accurate and stable, however may produce a physical overshoot in the
calculationn e.g. a small negative concentration on a too coarse grid.

Numericall schemes in time
Similarly,, the variation in time can be approximated explicitly or implicitly. In the explicit
formulationn only the values from the previous time step are included, while in the implicit
formulationn also the values from not yet calculated time steps occur. Implicit schemes
enforcee numerical stability and physically correct solutions can be obtained with much
longerr time steps then with explicit schemes. This scheme is generally preferred, although
itt requires more computational power. Also, higher order schemes, relating more than two
subsequentt time steps in the calculation (Runge-Kutta) or hybrid schemes (e.g. CrankNicolson),, are possible.
Inn the CFD work described in this thesis, flow is simulated as steady. Second order upwind
orr QUICK schemes and SIMPLE pressure-velocity correction were used. The convectiondiffusionn of species has to be considered as unsteady in all cases. Second order implicit
unsteadyy formulation is adopted for this. The data are calculated and stored with double
precisionn (numbers of precision type 'double'), which is recommend for problems with large
aspectt ratio domains.

Boundaryy conditions
Boundaryy conditions have to be given for (6.1), (6.2) and (6.4), e.g. by specifying directly
thee value of the dependent variable (Dirichlet formulation) on the boundaries. In the case of
thee flow simulation, a uniform velocity is specified (which is alternative to the specification
off the pressure) on the inlets. In the case of species simulation, the mass fraction at the
inletss is specified, which together with the already specified velocity represents the
connectivee influx of species through the boundary. The mass fraction at the boundary can
bee specified as a constant or as a time-dependent function.
Inn the presented simulations, the so-called 'interpreted user-defined-function'

in time was

usedd on the inlet in order to introduce a broad (Gaussian) peak into the domain. Diffusive
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fluxess at the boundary have to be set to zero in order to control the amount of the
introducedd species. An alternative way to introduce species is defining the concentration
distributionn inside the domain as an initial condition (Cauchy formulation). This 'patching'
cann be done using the so-called 'custom-defined-function.'106 A rectangular concentration
profilee can be introduced using 'adaption regions.'106

Accuracy y
Thee CFD simulation results differ from reality by three types of errors, which are described
below. .
ModelModel errors can occur because of unrealistic assumptions about the nature of the flow e.g
improperr use of symmetry, oversimplification of boundary conditions, oversimplification
off the geometry or when approximating non-stationary flows as stationary, for example in
decoupling.. Model errors can be discovered by using a more detailed model or by an
experiment.. In laminar pressure driven flows model errors are less critical than in turbulent
orr electrodriven flows.103
(Spatial)(Spatial) discretisation and time-stepping errors result from the necessary discrete
representationn of space and time in the numerical solution procedure and decreases when
finerr grids and smaller time steps are used. These errors can be studied by considering the
so-calledd truncation error, which is the imbalance between the differential and the
discretisationn equations. This error can be illustrated by using Taylor series expansions for
thee variables in the discretisation equations. The discussed discretisation schemes follow
fromm truncating these series to only the lowest order terms. The order n of the first
neglectedd term is the order of the error and the so-called order of the scheme. The error is
proportionall to the n* power of the grid or time spacing. Generally, every simulation should
bee checked for grid and time-stepping dependence by refining or coarsening the spatial and
temporall discretisation and comparing values of representative quantities in the obtained
solutions.. In some cases,, when the order of the scheme is known, the error and thus the true
solutionn can be determined even with coarse discretisation (Richardson extrapolation). In
firstt order spatial-discretisation schemes the truncation error contributes directly to the
diffusivee fluxes in (6.2) and (6.4) and causes the so-called numerical diffusion. The error
cann be large when too coarse grids or large aspect-ratio-cells are used in regions with steep
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gradientss and when the flow is oblique to the grid. A remedy is a refinement and the use of
higherr order schemes.
Thee number of cells is limited by the computer memory and acceptable computing time. On
currentt PC's, 106 cells is approximately the maximum. Nonuniform grids must often be
used,, especially in large aspect ratio domains, in order to spare cells in less critical regions.
Thee size of the time step should be comparable to the smallest time constant in the problem.
Thiss is usually the time of transport of species over one control volume, either by
convectionn or diffusion. For fast diffusing species, more resolution in time and thus more
timee steps are needed.

ConvergenceConvergence error (stopping error) is introduced when the calculation is stopped b
thee iterative solving procedure for eq. (6.7) reaches the machine accuracy. In practice the
so-calledd sum of residuals is often monitored and the iterations are performed until the sum
dropss below a certain level or when a chosen maximum number of iterations is reached.
Thiss convergence criteria can differ for different problems. Therefore, also monitoring of a
changee in a representative quantity (key-parameter) such as pressure drop, average fluxes or
concentrationss at a specific plane is recommended for each iteration. In the time-resolved
calculation,, each time step has to be converged sufficiently before the next time step is
calculated.. Here the judgement of the convergence is critical because the time needed to
calculatee one step multiplies by the large number of time steps that usually have to be
calculated. .
Inn the simulations presented in this thesis, double precision was used and the solution of the
(stationary)) flow was iterated until the sum of residuals dropped by 8-10 orders of
magnitudee and this required some 200-500 iterations. In the species-transport simulation
(non-stationary),, 10-15 iterations were performed for each time step, and the sum of
residualss dropped by 5-6 orders of magnitude. A typical simulation on a Pentium 500 MHz,
7500 MB RAM, with Fluent 5 running under Windows NT for a computation domain of 200
0000 cells took about 2-4 hours for the calculation of the flow and 1-2 days for every 1000
timee steps of 1 ms in the concentration profile simulation.
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7.7. Scope of This Thesis

Thee present work was performed within the frame of the project 'Hydrodynamic
Chromatographyy in Integrated Micromachined Separation Systems' (STW-NWO funded
projectt number AAC4556) which was carried out in cooperation between the University of
Amsterdamm and the University of Twente.
Thiss thesis focuses on the chromatographic and fluidic aspects of the development of this
HDCC chip system. Microtechnology aspects of the design and details on the development of
thee microviscometer can be found in the thesis of Marko Blom.74
Inn the following chapters theoretical and experimental results on the design of the system
aree presented. In Chapter 2, theoretical aspects of miniaturization of pressure driven liquid
chromatographyy and specifics of hydrodynamic chromatography are discussed in detail. In
Chapterr 3, the first demonstration of hydrodynamic chromatography in flat microchannels
iss presented using the first chip prototype. Chapter 4 describes in detail the specific
injectionn system that was used in this device, designed using CFD simulations. In Chapter
5,, a CFD design of an optimized transition structure for the flat channel and a detection cell
iss presented. In Chapter 6, experiments on improved prototypes of the HDC chip are
shown,, notably a fused silica HDC chip with an on-chip UV detection.

TheThe chapters in this thesis have been written as articles for publication in international
scientificscientific journals and can be read independently. Therefore some overlap may occur.
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CHAPTERR 2
Scalingg and Realizability of Kinetic
Parameterss in Miniaturization of Pressure
Drivenn Separations with a Focus on
Hydrodynamicc Chromatography
Thee advantages and drawbacks of miniaturization of characteristic column
dimensionss and the feasibility of a flat non-packed on-chip column, compared to a
normall bore, standard packed and open tubular (capillary) columns are discussed.
First,, approximate scaling rules are derived for the change in various variables, which
followw the downscaling of the characteristic column thickness. Because these scaling
ruless cannot simultaneously reflect all limits in the operational parameters, another
approachh is undertaken. Parametric relations between the analysis time and peak
efficiencyy or resolution are derived, one such equation for every parameter, being the
otherss eliminated. In this way the limits of operating conditions can be considered
separatelyy and plotted as lines in the efficiency-time or resolution-time space for
differentt reduced velocities. The parameters used are the column dimensions,
pressuree drop, and related quantities such as column and peak volumes, velocity,
detectorr time constant etc. For size separations additional parameters which are
relatedd to shear stress are considered. The curves enclose all realizable situations in
eachh column design and characterize their feasibility. While packed columns are
superiorr in detection limits and classical open tubular capillary columns enable very
difficultt separations if detection is not limiting, flat chip microchannels can perform
moderatelyy resolved separations very fast and with much better detection limits than
thee capillary columns. Finally, theoretical performance in HDC separations is
evaluatedd for a flat on-chip microchannel with specific dimensions.

Introduction Introduction

Optimizationn and comparison of analytical separation methods is a complex multiparameter
problem.. ' ' ' Generally, both the differential migration and peak broadening contribute to
thee resolution and thus the performance of the method.
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Inn pressure driven "true" (i.e. interactive) liquid chromatography (LC), the kinetic
parameterss such as the flow velocity, column dimensions and geometry, which determine
thee peak broadening, can be varied to a large extent independently from the thermodynamic
parameters,, which rule the differential migration.
AA specific case is hydrodynamic chromatography4"12 (HDC), where the differential
migrationn is based on the effect of the flow profile on large analytes confined in a narrow
tube,, and is thus also determined by the kinetic parameters.
Inn this study only kinetic parameters are addressed for unretained solutes in pressure driven
liquidd chromatography and for size separations of large analytes by hydrodynamic
chromatography.. The advantages and disadvantages of miniaturization of column
dimensionss are discussed and three different designs of a chromatographic column are
compared:: classical normal bore packed columns (PC), open tubular cylindrical capillary
columnss (CC-OT) and the suggested flat open tubular on-chip column (FC(chip)-OT).
Otherr promising techniques for LC e.g. the use of narrow-bore packed columns, continuous
bed-columnss and shear- or electrodriven approaches are not considered here, because their
perspectivee for HDC is not yet clear.
Thee governing equations for kinetic optimization in pressure driven separation methods are
thee expressions for resolution R, number of theoretical plates N, reduced plate height h =
Hid,Hid, and reduced velocity v and pressure drop Ap\

RR = ( 1 / 4 ) -

-JN

= -f{rl,rj

)JN

(i.l) )

yy

L
^^
NN = — =
HH
hd
hh = h(v)

(1.2)
(1.3)

{u)d{u)d
vv =

Ld
= —

DD

(1.4)
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(prjL2
APP =
:
= ——
dd22
d2t
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Heree r = tlto is the relative retention time of an analyte, t0 the void time, D is the diffusion
coefficient,, cp is the column resistance factor, L is the separation column length, d its
characteristicc size i.e. the diameter of the beads in packed column or the diameter resp.
depthh of an open cylindrical resp flat column. In addition, it is required that the Fourier
numberr Fo:

ADt ADt
FoFo =
> 10

(1.6)

inn order to assure that the analyte can sample all positions over the characteristic dimension
dd and thus the classical relations for h (see further) are valid.4
Extracolumnn peak broadening has to be suppressed by choosing sufficiently small injection
andd detection lengths /, d, or volumes Viid, and the time constant 6d of the detector

h,é h,é== °L

LL

(l-7a) )

/3d/3d22L L
(1.7b) )

888
Vi.< Vi.< <*v

ood d -- at =

tt

(1.7c) )

Heree P is 7t/4 for circular channels or the aspect ratio (width/depth) for flat channels. For a
flatt channel a certain minimum ratio 8 of the peak length to the channel depth may be
requiredd for the scaling of the injection system an for the successful collection of the eluting
samplee flat wide channel into a narrow detection cell:

-^--^-

= hJ~N = S

(1.8)

Equationn (1.3) can be unified for all the three column designs for small molecules as
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= AAv"3

hhLCLC

+

_*-+CAv
vv

(1.3a)

Thee numerical coefficients Ah, Bh, Ch depend on the column design.
Inn size separations by hydrodynamic chromatography, additional relations apply:5

TT = (l + BTA -CTA2
VV

x

T

)~' where

A = —
Kd

}

(1.9)

ddaa = 2ra is the diameter of the analyte particles and AC is a numerical factor applied in packed
columnss (in OT columns K = 1) related to the quality of the packing. Kd is then the
effectivee size of the interstitial channels, relevant for the HDC separations. Typically K ~
0.44 is observed.6
Thee plate height equations in HDC are12

hh

BBhh
PCHDCPCHDC =
vv

1
+ —,

, . , .

(L3l))

A

1/v + 1 / 1.4
~ ^OTLC

(l-^C)

herehere hoTLc denotes hue (eq- l-3a) written with the coefficients (Table 3) for the open tubular
geometriess (CC and FC (chip)). All the above named forms of eq. (1.3) are plotted in
Figuree 1.
Thee Stokes-Einstein relation for the diffusion coefficient is

DD = -¥—

(1.10)

AA polymer coil, not being a discrete particle, can be deformed in flow with a high shear
rate.. A characteristic parameter for that is the Deborah number7
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Thee polymer deformation starts at De ~ 0.1. The selectivity of the HDC separation becomes
thenn lower and deviations from the theory (eq. 1.9) occur.
Forr open tubes, such a criterion is not established. However, from the ratio of the column
resistancee factors <p (see Table 3) being ~ 50 and considering a correction factor of x2 ~ 0.42
== 0.2 because of the different definition of d in packed and open columns, one can estimate
thatt the bulk shear forces responsible for pressure dissipation in an open column are ~ 10
timess smaller than in a comparable packed column. Because these forces are also largely
responsiblee for the polymer deformation in the flow, we may expect De to be also - 1 0
timess smaller

DeDe0T0T

~ 0.02 vA2

(1.11b)

Thiss means that polymer deformation starts in open tubes when vA.2 ~ 5. However, in open
tubess already at vA, ~ 1 the so-called tubular pinch8 effect occurs, causing also a deviation
fromm the HDC theory.

hh 8
A^^ A^^

66 44 -11
22

/

^

V ^^

00 -

c)) c

11

v

50

Figuree 1: Plot of reduced plate height vs reduced velocity for different column geometries.
(1)) PCLC, (2) PCHDC, (3) CC-OTLC and first approximation for CC-OTHDC, (4)
FC(chip)-OTLCC and first approximation for FC(chip)-OTHDC. For LC small unretained
moleculess are assumed.
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ScalingScaling Factors

Becausee all the above mentioned equations are composed of factors, except the h-v
relationss where summation occurs, approximate scaling relations can be derived for every
quantityy with respect to the scaling of the characteristic dimension d. Such scaling factors
aree listed in Table 1 for three different schemes in miniaturization, which all should result
eitherr in higher resolution or shorter analysis time or both. In all cases d is scaled by a
factorr 1/x. Another, limiting parameter e.g. R is kept constant. All remaining parameters
havee to be scaled by the given factors.
Thee linear velocity <u> = L/t scales implicitly with scaling d, p, L and is limited only
throughh limits in these parameters. In Table 1 it is included in brackets only for illustration.
Strategyy I can be utilized both either for reducing analysis time in a pressure limited
situationn and reducing the column length for e.g. an integration of open tubular columns on
aa chip. However, the scaling is valid only in the rising part of the h vs. v curve, where h <* v
andd thus h can be minimized by reducing v.
Inn the minimum of the h vs. v curve strategy II or III can be applied, provided the maximum
allowedd pressure is not yet reached. Strategy II allows yet faster separations and further
reductionn of the column length but at the cost of a strong increase of the pressure drop. The
pressuree increases even faster with the scheme III, which can be used to generate more
platess with the same column length and thus yields increased resolution. A complication in
alll schemes for open-tubular columns is the rapid decrease of the injection and detection
volumes.. Only in an on-chip design, the width of a flat microchannel, w, can be increased
inn order to compensate for the decrease in d.
Thee same strategies in HDC result in an additional gain in resolution because reducing d
increasess the relative differences in size between the analytes with respect to the size of the
channell and thus the selectivity of the method. This can be shown by considering an
approximationn for ƒ ( T , T +

AT)9

ƒƒ (T, T + Ar) - (1 - a)(BT - 2CTX)Xr = (1 - a)BTA

(i.ia)
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wheree a= (A+AA)/AThis approximation is however valid only for small X < ~ 0.05 (then x
~~ 1 as used in the last approximation) and small a. For larger A, the gain in resolution is less
steep. .
Tablee 1: Scaling factors (x > 1) in miniaturization in pressure driven LC (in the limit of
smalll unretained molecules) and HDC (first approximation for small X). (*) LC only, (**)
HDCC only.

II
samee resolution*
(efficiency)) faster
usingg same
pressure e

parameters s

1/x x
l/xz z
const t
PP
(const) )
(<">) )
1/x2 2
k,d k,d
1/x4 4
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w/x3 3
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ee
Q. .
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t
VV
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gene e
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const** *
const* *
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Vopt)

hh
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NN
const t
Fo Fo
const t
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De** De**
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II I
samee maximum
resolution* *
(efficiency)) faster
1/x x
1/x x
x2 2
(x) )
1/x x
1/x3 3
w/x2 2

III I
increasee maximum
resolution* *
(efficiency)) on the
samee length
1/x x
const t
x3 3
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COnStt = .Kniax*
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const t
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2
x

** *
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x
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AA complication arises from the fact that reducing d, and in schemes II and III also the
necessaryy increase in <u>, results in higher shear rate in the flow. Depending on the size of
thee particles, an onset to either tubular pinch effect or (for flexible linear polymers) coil
deformationn occurs at certain levels of shear rate. An alternative approach (for HDC) to
thosee presented in Table 1 would be to keep resolution constant, and by reducing the
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diameterr one can afford higher dispersion and still keep the resolution, because of the
increasedd selectivity. This can be used in order to reduce somewhat the demands on
pressure,, and low extracolumn volumes.
Alsoo other schemes than those mentioned are possible. The disadvantage of this simple
scalingg is, apart form the constraint to certain regions for v and h, that one cannot control
directlyy whether all the changes in the operational variables fall within the allowed limits.

RealisabilityRealisability Plot I. Efficiency for Small Unretained Molecules in LC.

AA direct and more general information about the role of the operational variables can be
obtained.. In literature, diagrams are shown with curves corresponding to the limits of d in
thee time-efficiency domain.3 This concept can be extended when the limits on other
operationall variables such as the column length, peak volumes and times, and shear-related
limitationss in size separations are treated in the same way.
Parametricc relations between the analysis time and peak efficiency or resolution are
derived,, one such equation for every parameter, the others being eliminated. This is
possiblee e.g. by combining eqn's (1.2) and (1.4) in order to eliminate L an obtain a relation
betweenn TV and t with only d as the parameter. This is then used to eliminate d from the
relationss for the other variables. Eventually relations

qq = KqNa*«tai*

where Kq

= tf fl" D " 0 * v*"« h"""

[LC, HDC]

(2.1)

aree obtained for parameters qe {d, L, Ap/(p, Fo/4, cr„ Gh av, S}. The exponents a in these
relationss are the same for all the column and are listed in
Tablee 2. (For the case of av constant aspect ratio j3 is assumed for the flat channels. If
constantt width was required, the exponents for this parameter would be different). In this
tablee subsequent rows are conveniently obtained from the previous ones.
Inn this way the limits of operating conditions can be considered separately and plotted as
liness in the efficiency-time space for different reduced velocities. For this, also the h-v
relationn (e.g. eq. 1.3 a) is needed. This differs for different column designs by numerical
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constantss listed in Table 3. In this table also the values of v and h corresponding to the
kineticc optimum are listed. Plots of eqn's (2.1) will be given for this kinetic optimum values
andd also for a smaller and larger reduced velocity.
Tablee 2: The set of exponents in the parametric equations (2.1).
parameterr q
rj rj
00
00
11
00
00
oot t
00
°L °L
00
Ov<CC,Fc/fi Ov<CC,Fc/fi
00
°{FC) °{FC)

dd
LL
ply ply
Fo/4 Fo/4

DD
0.5 5
0.5 5
00
00
00
0.5 5
1.5 5
00

exponentss a
vv
h
0.55
-0.5
0.55
0.5
00
2
-11
1
00
0
0.55
0.5
1.55
-0.5
00
1

NN
-0.5 5
0.5 5
22
11
-0.5 5
00
-1 1
0.5 5

ff

0.5 5
0.5 5
-1 1
00
11
0.5 5
1.5 5
00

Tablee 3: Constants for the calculation of flow and dispersion of a column design. Ah, Bh, Ch
aree given for an unretained solute according to literature.1,2*3'10

PC C
CC-OT T
FC(chip)-OT T

<P <P
-1000 0
32 2
12 2

AAk k
-11
00
00

Bh Bh

-22
22
22

cch h

VV00pt pt

-0.1 1
1/96 6
1/105 5

~3 3
13.9 9
14.5 5

-22
0.29 9
0.28 8

Thee values for the limits of various parameters were used as listed in Table 4. For some
variables,, additional values (formal limits) are given in order to see how the parameter
valuess span over the t-N domain. Apart form the pressure maximum of 400 bar, other
valuess are approximate and may be a point of discussion. For PC and CC-OT columns
valuess found in literature were used. In CC-OT columns with 10 ID /im and narrower are
possiblee and would be preferred because of the higher efficiency, however suffering from
severee detection problems. Here a column of 15 fim was selected as this would provide a a
comparablee path length for transversal optical detection as an outlet-slit cell for a 0.5 fim
deep,, 500 fim wide, and 2 cm long flat channel (the smallest one considered).
Thee values for a flat chip are extrapolated from current preliminary experiments on the
pressuree resistance and cross-sectional uniformity of the channels.
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Tablee 4: Limits in () are formal limits, (?)-expected (extrapolated) values.
parameterr q
dd

min

max x
LL
ApAp

min

max x
min

max x
FoFo
min
a,a,
min
ooLL
min
oovv
min
88{FC{FC))
min
a)) Column bore 4.6 mm.

PC C
1/xrn n
(300 fim)
5cm a) )
500 cm
(0.11 bar)
4000 bar
10 0
0.1s s
NA A
1/iL L
NA A

CC-OT T
155 fim
(500 jim)
100 cm
(100 m)
(0.11 bar)
4000 bar
10 0
0.1s s
NA A
3pL L
NA A

FC-chip-OT T
0.55 nm (?)
100 tim
22 cm
100 cm
(0.11 bar)
200 bar (?)
10 0
0.1s s
NA A
3pL L
50(?) )

Inn Figure 2, the plots of eqn's (2.1) are shown for the kinetic optimum in the three different
columnn designs. Diffusion coefficient D = 10"9 mV 1 and viscosity 10"3 Pa s is assumed.
Thee plot for a packed column shows the experimentally known fact that the kinetic
optimumm for small molecules cannot be achieved with a packing size of 1 fim because of
thee pressure limit of 400 bar. In capillary OTLC columns with ~ 15 fim ID, high efficiency
cann in principle be achieved (N > 106) on long columns, but only in very long times. With
flatt on-chip channels moderately resolved separations of small molecules in very short
timess should be possible. The limiting factor on these very short columns is the typical time
constantt of most detectors (0d ~ 0.1 s).
Otherr than kinetic-optimum situations are equally relevant if they result in otherwise
inaccessiblee short separation times or high efficiencies. Therefore eq (2.1) was plotted for a
rangee of reduced velocities v from 0.2vo/jr to 10vop, and overlaid (Figure 3). Physically, there
iss no explicit limit on the reduced velocity. It is the plot itself, which shows whether a
particularr reduced velocity corresponds to a real situation, i.e. whether the limits of all
operationall parameters can be satisfied simultaneously.
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Figuree 2: Realizability of kinetic-optimum conditions in pressure-driven LC for small
unretainedd molecules in columns of different design. The parametric lines correspond to
limitss of operational variables and enclose together a region of all possible combinations of
platee height and analysis time in the kinetic optimum (filled regions with symbols).
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Figuree 3: Realizability plot for pressure driven LC for small unretained molecules in
columnss of different design, assuming also other than kinetic optimum reduced velocities
(ylv(ylvopiopi== 0.5, 0.2, 1, 2, 5, 10). (x) PCLC, (o) CC-OTLC, (-) FC-(chip)-OTLC.

RealizabilityRealizability Plot II. Resolution for Large Analytes in HDC

Thee presented concept can be extended

to size separations by

hydrodynamic

chromatographyy if approximations are used in order to preserve the factor form of the
governingg equations. In this way parameters can be still easily eliminated by combining the
equationss as previously.
Inn HDC the characteristic column dimension d influences the resolution both through the
selectivityy and the efficiency. Therefore, resolution R should be considered instead of the
platee number N. A factor-like approximation is required for the function ƒ in eq. (1.1). This
approximationn can be obtained by selecting a specific ratio of sizes of species ij to be
separated,, efy = djd„j =A,/A}.and expressing the function/as a function of the average size
off the two species Ajj=(Ai+Aj)/2 using eq. (1.9) with different coefficients for each column
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designn listed in Table 6. This function can be plotted and fitted with a power-law with
parameterss y and z and for a certain range of Ay (Table 6).

/ ( r ,, , T . ) = g{Xinatj)

- ><(or,y)V<a,y)

(l-ib)

Suchh a fit is shown in Figure 4 for HDC in a flat on-chip channel. By using a piece-wise
power-laww fit the whole region of Aui could be covered.
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Figuree 4: Approximation (—) of the function g(Ay, Cfy = 1.5) for the HDC chip by a powerlaww fit (—) for 0 < Aij < 0.2.

Anotherr difference from the previous treatment is due to the explicit dependence of the
diffusionn coefficient for the large species on their size and the viscosity of the solvent eq.
(1.10).. For the following treatment it is convenient to define constant m = kT/3 and write eq
(1.10)) as

DD =

(1.10a)

Further,, approximation (1.3d) is used for the plate height, neglecting the influence of A on h
inn open columns. This influence, originally supposed to be strong10, is according to some
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authorss largely suppressed by particle-wall hydrodynamic interactions."A plot of the
correctedd expressions can be found in literature.12
Inn analogy with the previous section, parametric expressions are derived between R and t

qq = KqRbR"tb^

where K q

= TJ b» m K " v b' " h "h < d *'"" [HDC] (3.1)

forr parameters qe{d, L, Ap/<p, Fo/4, ah av, S, (AK) M^f}-

The relations between the

exponentss b and the fitting parameter z are the same for all the column designs, and are
listedd in Table 5. First, an expression of type (3.1) is derived for d from eqn's (1.1), (1.1b),
(1.2),, (1.4) and (1.10a) by eliminating L and N. Using this result, relations for other
parameterss can be obtained as previously, when the diffusion coefficient is everywhere
replacedd by expression (1.10a).

Tablee 5: The set of exponents in the parametric equations (3.1) as a function of the fitting
exponentt z. Substitution c = l/(2+2z).
exponents sb b
hh
V
V
m
m
ddaa
4Rff/y t t
rj rj
dd
-c -c
cc
-c -c
-2c
cc
-c(l-2z) -c(l-2z) -2c c c
2c 2c 1-c 1-c
-l+c(l-2z) -l+c(l-2z)
L(=r)L(=r) da'td')
'm\> da'td') -1+c -1+c 1-c 1-c 1-c 1-c c c
ll
22
22
2-4c
2-4c
8c
8c l-4c l-4c
2-4c
2-4c
4c
4c
-l+4c
-l+4c
-2+4c(I-2z) -2+4c(I-2z)
LLr\tdd ) )
pl<p(=pl<p(=
11
2
4c 4c l-2c l-2c
FO/4(=TJ-FO/4(=TJ'm'm da'td ) -I+2c -I+2cI-2c I-2c -2c -2c 2c 2c -l+2c(J-2z) -l+2c(J-2z)
c
c
-c
-c
c
c
-c
-c
2c 2c -c -c
l+c(l-2z) l+c(l-2z)
AK AK
-2c -2c I-2c I-2c 2c 2c 2+2c(l-2z) 2+2c(l-2z)
4c 4c -2c -2c
2c 2c
v{AKf v{AKf
-l+2c
-l+2c
I-2c
I-2c
4c 4c I-2c I-2c
-J+2c
-J+2c
I-2c I-2c
-l+2c(l-2z) -l+2c(l-2z)
(N) (N)
0.5-c 0.5-c0.5-c(J-2z) 0.5-c(J-2z)
-0.5+c -0.5+c
-0.5+c -0.5+c
0.5-c 0.5-c
0.5+c 0.5+c
-2c -2c
oot t
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
-0.5
-0.5
-0.5 -0.5 0 0 0.5 0.5
0.5 0.5
<?L <?L
0.5+2
0.5+2
0.5+2
0.5+2
-0.5-2c
-0.5-2c
0.5-2c
0.5-2c
0.5+2 0.5+2
-4c -4c
-0.5-2c(l-2z)
-0.5-2c(l-2z)
GV(OT/P GV(OT/P
-0.5+c -0.5+c
0.5-c 0.5-c
0.5-c 0.5-c
0.5+c 0.5+c
2c 2c 0.5-c 0.5-c
-0.5+c(l-2z) -0.5+c(l-2z)
§FQ §FQ
pararneterr
r
q
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Tablee 6: Constants for the calculation of dispersion and retention in HDC for different
columnn designs. DiMarzio-Guttman model for hard spheres is assumed,10 for open tubular
columnss and an experimental relation for packed columns.12

PC C
CC-OT T
FC(chip)-OT T

BBr r
22
22
11

cT T
2.7 7
2.33 2.33
11

y(a^y(a^ 1.5)z(az(atjtj== 1.5)
fitfit range A
0.043 3
0.65 5
0-0.17 7
0.048 8
0.69 9
0-0.2 2
0.031 1
0-0.2 2
0.73 3

Tablee 7: Limits of the additional constraining parameters for HDC.
parameterr q
AA
maxa)

CC-OT T
PC C
FC(chip)-OT T
0.2 2
0.17 7
0.2 2
~lc))
V(AK)V(AK)22
max
~0.5b) )
~lc))
a)) Limit for the validity of the fit constants in Table 6. b) Onset of polymer deformation
(De(De -0.1). c) Onset of the tubular pinch effect.
Thee average size of the two separated species is an independent variable. In this study
analytee sizes 20, 100 and 500 nm were selected. The detailed plot of the kinetic optimum
situationss for species of size da = 100 nm is shown in Figure 5. As can be seen the kinetic
optimumm cannot be realized in the CC-OTHDC columns with the assumed limits. This is
becausee of the very small diffusion coefficient of the particles with respect to the relatively
widee bore d = 15 fim. In a packed column or on a chip a good separation is possible. The
separationn on the chip is faster. Similar trends (Figure 6) can be seen when the same range
off reduced velocities as in previous section is assumed and also for the other particles sizes
200 and 500 nm, although the resolution is then lower.
Itt should be stressed that in the current approximation, this study omits separations of
speciess larger than A - 0.2 while in practice A up to 0.3 can be used for polymer separations
byy HDC. Moreover for larger particles and higher velocities separations by tubular pinch
aree possible, where the retention depends on the flow rate and the dispersion is reduced.
Thereforee separations of large analytes are achieved in large capillaries in reasonable time
butt cannot be predicated in this study.
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Figuree 5: Realizability of kinetic optimum conditions in pressure-driven HDC for analyte
off d„ = 100 nm in columns of different design. Resolution is calculated for a = 0.5.
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Figuree 6: Readability of HDC separations in columns of different designs. Separation of
twoo particles differing 30% in size is considered (afy = 1.5), on a scale of their average size
beingg 20, 100 and 500 nm. Approximate molecular mass of flexible polymers molecules of
comparablee coil diameter is given. Several reduced velocities are considered (v/vopt= 0.5,
0.2,, 1, 2, 5, 10). (x) PCHDC, (o) CC-OTHDC, (—) FC(chip)-OTHDC.
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TheoreticalTheoretical Performance of 1 pm Deep, 10 cm Long, Flat on-Chip
MicroChannelMicroChannel in HDC Separations.

Inn the previous section it was shown that flat microchannels of depth ~ 0.5-10 /xm and
severall cm length can provide good separations, even if only 20 bar or less working
pressuree is used. Tijssen et al.5 have shown that HDC separations of polymers were
possiblee in ~ 1 itm cylindrical microcapillaries, while others performed such separations in
columnss packed with particles of comparable size.6 For these reasons and also in order to
exploree the limitations of the microfabrication technologies a 1 itm deep channel would be
preferred.. A more detailed view of the performance of this particular channel is given in
Figuree 7, where the resolution is plotted as a function of the analyte size and the flow
velocityy (converted to analysis time t = Ll<u>). Although the length of this channel is
limitedd to ~ 10 cm and the number of plates is thus necessarily lower than that of- 1 m
longg capillaries,5 good separations can still be achieved. Because of the superior detection
suchh a device is certainly an alternative for open tubular capillary columns.

\\ I I
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(a a== 1.5)
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Figuree 7: The separation performance of a 1 /xm deep 10 cm long flat HDC microchannel
forr different analyte sizes. In the blanked-out region, vX1 > 1 and thus deviations form the
simplee HDC theory can occur because of the tubular pinch effect. This would mostly result
inn a lower resolution than this plot suggests.
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Conclusions Conclusions

Thee presented considerations show that flat wide microchannels offer an alternative to
eitherr packed columns or open cylindrical capillary columns, when fast, moderately
resolvedd separations are required. This is true for pressure driven liquid chromatography
andd especially for size separations of larger analytes by hydrodynamic chromatography.
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CHAPTERR 3
AA Chip System for Size Separation of
Macromoleculess and Particles by
Hydrodynamicc Chromatography

Forr the first time, a miniaturized hydrodynamic chromatography (HDC) chip system
hass been developed and tested on separation of fluorescent nanospheres and
macromolecules.. The device can be applied to size characterization of synthetic
polymers,, biopolymers, and particles, as an attractive alternative to the classical
separationn methods such as size exclusion chromatography or field-flow fractionation.
Mainn advantages are fast analysis, high separation efficiency, negligible solvent
consumptionconsumption and easy temperature control. The prototype chip contains a rectangul
flatt separation channel with dimensions of 1 /tm deep and 1000 Jim wide, integrated
withh a 300 pL injector on a silicon substrate. The silicon microtechnology provides
preciselyy defined geometry, high rigidity and compatibility with organic solvents
and/orr high temperature. All flows are pressure driven and a specific injection system
iss employed to avoid excessive sample loading times, demonstrating an alternative way
off Lab-on-a-Chip design. Separations obtained in 3 minutes show the high
performancee of the device and are also the first demonstration of flat channel
hydrodynamicc chromatography in practice.

introduction introduction

Sizee characterization of synthetic polymers, biopolymers, and particles is one of the main
issuess in today's analytical chemistry. Although optical techniques such as Light Scattering
(LS)) or direct microscope measurements can be used, separation methods such as Size
Exclusionn Chromatography (SEC) or Flow and Thermal Field-Flow Fractionation (FFFF
andd ThFFF) offer the easiest and simplest way to size characterization including size
distribution.. However, despite the overall improvement in separation methods for low
molecularr weight compounds which involves notably miniaturization, separations of large
(non-charged)) species are still performed in a rather old fashioned way with use of large
columnss and detectors, high consumption of (often) toxic solvents, low efficiency and
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ratherr long analysis times. In the case of ThFFF also high electrical power consumption is
att hand.
Hydrodynamicc Chromatography (HDC), M0 provides faster and more efficient analysis than
thee previously mentioned methods as it is based on the effect of the flow profile on an
analytee carried through a tube of comparable size and does not involve slow mass transfer.
However,, also here classical instrumentation partly limits the performance due to
extracolumnn peak broadening, when realized in columns packed with nonporous particles,
especiallyy for packing particle sizes below 3 fim]0.
Undoubtedlyy all the named polymer separation methods should profit from miniaturization.
Onee choice to make is using packed or open capillaries. Here size exclusion
electrochromatographyy (SEEC)11 seems promising but electroosmosis in some organic
solventss used for synthetic polymers is inherently small or not stable enough, which
preventss its universal application. Moreover, packing of capillaries is still a difficult task
makingg also pressure driven miniaturized SEC difficult to utilize. Another novel approach
iss Hollow Fiber Flow-Field-Flow Fractionation (HF5) recently realized in our group.12
HDCC has been successfully performed even in 1 /zm ID capillaries, however detection
turnedd out to be rather difficult,6,7 because of the short absorption length, i.e. the capillary
internall diameter.
Anotherr

miniaturization

approach

is

based

on

the

progress

in

silicon-based

microtechnologyy in recent years, aiming towards micro Total Analysis Systems (/xTAS)
ass initiated by pioneering work carried out by Terry in 1979 and booming more recently.
Sincee then, most research in this field was devoted to electrophoretic chips especially for

genomicsgenomics and proteomics.14 In contrast, very little progress has been made towards pressure
drivenn liquid chromatography on a chip and consequently also in such separation methods
forr large non-charged species. The main reason seems to be the absence of suitable
micropumps,, existing only as prototypes.15 The alternative of applying electroosmosis

is

problematicc for many organic solvents. The latter also cause problems with glued
capillariess used mostly as inlet and outlet connections. The first LC chip device by Manz
datess back to 1990. In 1995, Ocvirk18 from the same group performed some separations but
thee efficiency was very limited. Only recently, Kutter,

Ericson

and McEnery

have
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presentedd more promising results. Despite another fruitful approach called shear driven
chromatographyy (SDC) by Desmet,22 the need for pressure driven chip systems remains.
Soo far, the only chip devices for separation of non-charged large species are microfluidic
Dielectrophoreticc FFF (DEP-FFF)23 and microfluidic ThFFF,24 suitable for a limited group
off analytes.
Thee crucial problem in chip systems still seems to be the detection because of the very
smalll sample volumes. One possibility to increase detection sensitivity would be the use of
extremee aspect ratio channels where the large width ensures more analyte loadability while
shalloww depth is needed to preserve efficiency or in case of HDC also selectivity. This
largerr width would only serve detection in a side-in fashion. However, the large crosssectionn does improve the possibilities for integrated off-column detection techniques. This
couldd for instance consist of a deeper and narrower optical slit at the end of the separation
channel.. Apart from recent exceptions,21,22'25 there is no practical experience with channels
off (sub)micrometer depth and large aspect ratios.
Inn this paper, we present a novel on-chip HDC system consisting of an extremely shallow,
largee aspect ratio separation channel (1 fim deep while 1000 fim wide) with integrated
injection,, fabricated using silicon and glass microtechnology. Main advantages would be
fastt analysis, high separation efficiency because of microfluidic integration, negligible
solventt consumption and potential easy temperature control due to the shallow depth.
Siliconn microtechnology26 should provide the required almost perfect geometry, rigidity
andd compatibility with organic solvents and/or high temperature. In the field of
microdetectorss developments are still going on, so a prototype without an integrated
detectorr was fabricated for tests with fluorescently labeled materials using FIM imaging.
Althoughh in this case straightforward fluorescence detection in the shallow channel is used,
thatt does not profit from a wider channel, the device is designed using a width that is as
largee as possible. The reason for this is that the fabrication of such a wide, shallow channel
iss a technological challenge,27 which could influence the separation performance itself.
Observationn of possible peak distortion in such channels would assist the future integration
off microdetectors. Further reducing the channel depth should allow also new separation
mechanismss for polymers by chain reptation28 as proposed by Tijssen29 in 1992.
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Theory Theory

Basicc Principle
Inn narrow conduits (effective size < 1 (zm) with a laminar flow (Fig. 1) larger molecules or
particless (size range from 0.002 to 0.2 of the conduit size) are transported faster than
smallerr ones as they cannot fully access slow-flow regions near the conduit walls. ' In
HDCC this is used for analytical separation in similar applications as traditional SEC. The
separationn effect occurs in packed columns or open microcapillaries and, as demonstrated
here,, also in flat microchannels.

^K K

Z? Z?

I§^ ^'h'h2 2

K-Figuree 1: Principle of HDC separation. Larger analytes cannot sample low fluid velocities
nearr the channel wall and therefore move faster.

Flatt channel fluidics
Pressuree driven laminar flow in channels with rectangular cross-section has been described
analytically.300 For channels with large aspect ratio, say > 10, the flow velocity is practically
uniformm over the channel width except near the edges, while having a parabolic profile over
thee shorter dimension. The system can be approximated by infinite planparallel plates
separatedd by a distance equal to the channel height. The velocity profile over the channel
heightt and the pressure drop over its length are then30

\2

tt

w(y)) = i<"> 1 --

yy

A/2. .

(i) )
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\2riL(u) \2riL(u)

PP =

, 2

(2)

Here,, <u> is the average velocity of the fluid, >> is the vertical distance form the central
planee in the channel, hc is the channel thickness, L the channel length and rj the dynamic
viscosityy of the fluid.

Retention n
Inn HDC the retention behavior has been described by several models, the simplest taking
intoo account only geometrical effects. The more extended models by DiMarzio and
Guttmann and Brenner and Gaydos5 can be unified for all HDC geometries to obtain the
calibrationn relationship between residence time and size:

TT = (l + BA-CA2Y

(3)

Heree x is the relative retention time and A the relative size of the analyte with respect to the
channel.. These quantities are defined as r = t^t0 (where t0 is the time of elution of a small
compound)) and A = rjr if ra is a properly chosen analyte radius (for a hard sphere ra is its
geometricall radius) and r the radius of a capillary or half of the thickness of a flat channel
(r(r = hjl).

Constants B and C are both geometry dependent, constant C also model

dependent.. Constant B, together with a certain minimum value of C, represents directly the
effectivee "cut-off' of the parabolic flow profile for an analyte at the inner boundary of the
wall-adjacentt layer from which this analyte is excluded and thus reflects the main retention
mechanismm of HDC. Flat rectangular channels can be accurately described by planparallel
platess for the case of retention, resulting in B - 1. In circular cylindrical and polygonal*}
cross-sectionss B = 2. The constant C accounts also for the fact that large particles slightly
lagg the virtual local velocity of the fluid in their center of mass. This slip velocity is caused
byy the curvature of the flow profile and also by the rotation-translation coupling as the
particless are forced to rotate by a force couple stemming from different fluid velocities at

*}} Unpublished theoretical study in cooperation with Dr. H. Hoefsloot (UvA).
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oppositee sides. DiMarzio and Guttman2 found for planparallel plates C = (1/2) + (3/4)y, y
beingg a function of the particle shape and density distribution y =

2TJ/27

for free draining

polymerr coils and y= 2/3 for impermeable hard spheres. Thus the HDC-calibration
equationn (3) becomes

TT = (l + / l - 0 . 6 8 / l 2 j

l

TT = (l + X - A2 j '

[flat channel; polymers]

(3a)

[flat channel; particles]

(3b)

However,, those authors neglect the hydrodynamic interaction of a sphere moving close to a
wall,, which increases the value of the C constant substantially as was pointed out by
Brennerr and Gaydos.5 They present a corrected approximation for a cylindrical tube but no
explicitt result for a planar geometry. Furthermore, the above formulas do not reflect radial
forcess such as the hydrodynamic "tubular pinch" effect,29'31 which occurs at higher

velocities,velocities, and electrostatic and electrokinetic lift forces acting upon charged particles i
mainlyy aqueous solutions.32 Those forces change the uniformity of the concentration profile
off the particles over the channel cross section, thus favoring certain velocities and
influencingg the retention. With all the effects included, the retention curve especially for
colloidscolloids is more complicated than equation (3), as was described by Tijssen.29 This is also
apparentt from experimental results of Small,3 and Noel interpreted by Ploehn,31 the latter
presentingg trendlines with several inflex points.

Peakk dispersion
Theoreticall plate height in the case of planparallel plates was derived by Golay who found
forr unretained compounds

2D2D
hc2
H=H=
+ — — (u)
(u)(u) 105D

(4)
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wheree D is the diffusion coefficient of the analyte. For finite size solid particles D can be
calculatedd from the Stokes-Einstein equation as

nn

kT

67H]r67H]ra a

Equationn (4) is analogous to the corresponding equation for a circular geometry. For
unretainedd compounds, only the geometrical factor 4/105 replaces the factor 1/24 for
circularcircular tubes. This means that the efficiency is roughly similar for circular and planar
channels.. Assuming D ~ 10"10 m2/s for smaller analytes, channel height 1 fim and length
88 cm, more than 100 000 plates should be obtained in HDC chip analysis.
Inn addition, the stagnant layers along the sides of the channel become important for
dispersionn as they retain some sample and the mass transfer over the wide channel is slow.
Variouss studies of this phenomenon were performed, applying the same nonequilibrium
theoryy as for the short dimension,34'35'36,37 arriving at a rather disfavoring plate height
contributionn 8 times higher than the ideal plate height from eq. (4). However, Doshi38 and
Duttaa

consider the transient state which applies in our case i.e. when D t < w2 (w is the

channell width), resulting in a much lower dispersion. Proper investigation of this
phenomenonn will be covered in our on-coming work, also using Computational Fluid
Dynamicss (CFD) simulations.
Itt must be noted however that for larger analytes formula (4) also has to be corrected for
theirr finite sizes. This has been performed by various authors;2'5,40 their results, however,
differr substantially. Our future experiments and revisions of the theory should reveal the
correctt expressions. Again, numerical simulations should be helpful in this.

ExperimentalExperimental Section

Chipp fabrication
Thee prototypes were fabricated by silicon and glass microtechnology. An optically polished
4"" silicon wafer of 525 fim thickness (Silicon Valley Microelectronics Inc., San Jose,
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California,, USA) was thermally oxidized to 1 fim depth, spincoated with photoresist and
photolithographicallyy patterned. The separation channel was created by wet silicon oxide
etching,, the inlet and outlet slits by Reactive Ion Etching. A 4" Pyrex glass wafer of 500
Jimm thick (Corning, New York, USA) was polished and inlet and outlet holes of 0.5 mm
diameterr were created by powderblasting. The glass wafer was then directly bonded on top
off the silicon wafer and annealed at 350 °C. The fabrication has been described in more
detaill in a previous paper.27

500-10000 po
Figuree 2a: The prototype experimental setup. The HDC chip (not to scale) contains a
separationn channel (Ch), a resistance channel (R) and inlet and outlet slits for sample (S2,
S3)) and carrier liquid (SI). The chip is connected to a valve flow-actuation system, solvent
beingg pressed in from gas-pressurized vessels. An imaging microscope is used to view the
separations. .
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Apparatus s
Inn the test setup (Fig. 2a) prototype HDC chips were used containing an integrated flowactuatedd subnanoliter volume injector (Fig. 2b, Fig. 3) and the separation channel, which
wass 1 p.m deep, 1 mm wide and 80 mm long. The chip was clamped to a macro flowactuatingg system, solvent being pressed in from gas-pressurized vessels.
Ann upright fluorescence imaging microscope (BX51) equipped with a thermoelectrically
cooledd CCD camera (Colorview 12) and a computer image acquisition and processing
systemm (Olympus, Zoetermeer, The Netherlands) was used with the prototypes to view the
separations.. The internal microscope mercury lamp (ML) served as illumination, in some
experimentss an additional external light source, Efos Elite (Efos, Gent, Belgium) was used
too increase the illumination intensity. All tubing and valves used were stainless steel
standardd HPLC 1/16" components (Valco, Switzerland). A home-made clamp with a
preciselyy machined stainless steel connection piece with grooves for O-rings was used as an
interfacee between the chip top glass wafer with the inlet and outlet holes and the solvent
system. .
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Figuree 2b: Injection scheme in HDC-chip. Sample is filled in between the 2nd and 3rd slit
(1).. After switching the valves the carrier liquid flow is set on, sweeping the sample plug
outt into the separation channel (2). Partial back-leak into the slits, controlled by the valve
andd resistance R prevents sample tailing (3).
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Figuree 3: SEM picture of the injection slit and part of the separation channel.
Chemicals s
Thee particles used as test analytes were fluorescently labeled polystyrene latex
nanoparticless Carboxylate Modified FluoroSpheres YellowGreen Fluorescent of nominal
diameterr 26, 44 and 110 nm, obtained from Molecular Probes (Leiden, The Netherlands).
Fluorescein-labeledd anionic dextran of M = 10 kDa was obtained from the same provider.
Fluoresceinn sodium salt was obtained from Acros Organics (Geel, Belgium).
Thee eluent contained 0.5 g/L Triton X100 as the nonionic surfactant (Acros Organics, Geel,
Belgium)) dissolved in 10 mM phosphate buffer of pH = 7 with 2 raM sodium azide as the
preservative.. Sodium phosphate salts, and sodium azide were obtained from Merck
(Darmstad,, Germany). All water used was deionized and subboil-distilled. The buffer was
filteredd prior to use through a 0.02 [xm membrane filter. Upstream each reservoir a 0.5 u.m
in-linee filter (Upchurch, USA) was placed.

Procedures s
Thee samples were prepared by adding fluorescein (0.05 mg/ml), the nanoparticles and
dextrann (0.2-0.5 mg/ml) to the eluent and were sonicated before injection. Working
pressuree was in the range of 2 to 7 bar. The whole separation was recorded as a sequence of
microscopee images by moving the chip system on a micrometer translation stage.

Safety y
Exposuree to sodium azide has to be eliminated during the buffer preparation by working
withh gloves and under a hood because of its high toxicity. Waste solutions have to be
dilutedd with water to prevent formation of explosives. When the external illumination UV
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sourcee is used, UV glasses and protective nontransparent clothing and gloves have to be
wornn and highly inflammable materials removed form the reach of the light.

ResultsResults and Discussion

Designn and technology
Inn the design of the chip we have balanced chromatographic requirements and
technologicall possibilities. The channel length is limited by the 4" Si wafer size to 8 cm, yet
itt should provide about 100 000 theoretical plates. In obtaining this, channel cross-section
uniformityy and well-defined depth around 1 /Am are crucial parameters. The channel height
variationss stemming from channel etching and from polishing and bonding of the top wafer
aree in the order of few nanometers as well as the deformation caused by applied working
pressure. .
Thee optimum velocity estimated from minimum peak broadening (eq. 4) is in the order of
0.1-1.00 mm/s and thus the working pressure from eq. (2) should be 1-10 bar. However,
futuree planned submicron channels would require much higher pressures. Therefore we
studiedd pressure limitations first. In a series of experiments and calculations we found the
maximummaximum pressure before the chip bond breaks to be inversely proportional to the channel
widthh squared.

For channels of 0.5 mm wide the maximum pressure was about 80 bar.

Usingg this pressure limit and equations (2) and (4) we can estimate the smallest channel
heightt in which we could achieve the optimum linear velocity with pressure driven flow for
D-lD-l

x 10"10mV' as 0.56/im, the velocity being 2.5 mm/s. In smaller channels the

velocityy has to be lower than the optimum, but even then high efficiencies can still be
achieved.. For example in a 0.25 fxm thick channel of the same length where the maximum
attainablee linear velocity would be 0.5 mm/s, 200 000 plates would be achieved for the
samee compound, while the selectivity would be 4 times higher than in 1 fim channel.
Thee connections of the solvent and sample inlet and outlet tubing turned out to be
problematicc when glued fused silica capillaries were used, since all glues were eventually
attackedd by THF. Next, anodic bonding of a Kovar piece with soldered HPLC tubing was
attemptedd on the top glass wafer.42 However, residual stress caused cracks when connecting
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too the solvent actuator system. Therefore, we are now using clamped connections with
chemicallyy resistant O-rings instead. This design has proven to be very reliable.
Inn the injection system the injection length i.e. the spacing between slit 2 and 3 was chosen
too be 300/xm thus causing only a minor contribution to the peak dispersion. Common
actionn of the valves and of the properly chosen resistances of the microchannels allows
reproduciblee injection of a rectangular sample plug using only pressure driven flows. CFD
simulationss were used extensively during the design, and were later confirmed by the
experiment.experiment. This work will be covered in a separate paper.

Separations s
Ann example of the particle separation experiments is given in Figure 4. The separations
achievedd in 3 minutes (working pressure 4 bar) indicate the high performance of the device.
Retentionn and efficiency data from this and two other experiments under the same
conditionss are summarized in Table 1. From the standard deviations it is apparent that the
precisionn of these preliminary data is limited. In the case of retention this is due to the low
maximumm acquisition rate (2 s"1) of the imaging system and in the case of efficiency due to
thee low fluorescence intensity. In agreement with the HDC theory, larger particles are
carriedd faster by the flow, HOnm particles eluting first, followed by 44 nm, 26 nm and
finallyy small molecules. However, fluorescein seems to be much more separated from the
otherr analytes (Fig. 4B, G) than what simple HDC theory would predict. Likely, fluorescein
iss additionally delayed by interaction with the channel surface. This is also indicated by its
largerr zone dispersion caused by slow mass transfer between the surface and the eluent. We
supposee the channel walls are negatively charged as both the glass and the partly oxidized
siliconn should have dissociative silanol groups on its surface in the aqueous buffer of pH 7.
Thiss should prevent the fluorescein anion from adsorption but is probably not strong
enoughh to eliminate all interactions. Since excessive retention of fluorescein was observed
inn our previous experiments we have tried to use a small fluorescently labeled anionic
dextrann as a marker instead. This polymer exists in solution as a random coil with about
66 nm diameter.43 The theoretical retention of this molecule calculated from equation (3b) is
xx = 0.9941 and all data are corrected for this value.
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Figuree 4: Separation on the HDC-chip (top view) of fluorescein (0.05 mg/ml) (5),

fluorescentlyfluorescently labeled anionic dextran 10 kDa (4) as the marker, and fluorescent polystyren
particless of 26 nm (3), 44 nm (2), and 110 nm diameter (1); concentration 0.25-0.5 mg/ml
inn 10 mM phosphate buffer (pH = 7.0); working pressure 4 bar. Flow is from the left to the
right.. The channel is 1 mm wide and 1 /Jm high. After the mixture injection (A), fluorescein
iss separated first (B), further downstream also the dextran and the particles are resolved (CF).. Distance (arrow pointer) and the time passed since injection are indicated on the left. At
thee end (E, F, G) some of the zones are eluting already into the outlet slit, visible as a bright
linee on the right.
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AA different situation arises in the case of the particles. Those contain carboxylic groups on
thee surface and are thus considerably negatively charged. All dye material is intercalated
insidee the particle and does not have any influence on the particle surface properties as
claimedd by the manufacturer. However, all the particles seem to elute earlier than what
equationn (3a) predicts. Although the dextran marker might also interact slightly with the
surfacee and thus increase the apparent t0, other effects should play a role because the
deviationss vary with the particle size. Particularly the exclusion of 44 nm particles is
excessive.. At high ionic strengths possible different surface properties e.g. surface charge
densitiess can play a role if particle-surface interactions occur when the compressed
electricall double layer allows the particles to get closer to the channel surface. However,
nonmonotonouss HDC curves have also been reported by Ploehn

!

even in much larger

conduits,, stemming from electrostatic, electrokinetic and hydrodynamic lift forces. Despite
off the high ionic strength and low velocities we are using, these factors could partly act in
ourr case too. Further experiments at various mobile phase velocities and ionic strengths
wouldd be necessary to fully explore the retention behavior.
Forr polymer molecules, especially in organic solvents less complicated behavior such as
thatt observed in packed columns or microcapillary HDC is expected.

Efficiency y
Integrationn of the fluorescent zones over the central part (10%) of the channel width has
beenn performed to evaluate the efficiency in the number of theoretical plates N (Table 1).
Thee low fluorescence intensity at the end of the separation channel has limited and in one
casee prevented the estimation. Roughly 15 000 plates were obtained for fluorescein and
200 000-40 000 plates for larger analytes.
Theoreticall values of N in Table 1 are based on the plate height H obtained from equations
(4)) and (5). Although the experimental performance is still high and sufficient for an HDC
separation,, it is notably lower than what the theory predicts. The central part of the zone
mayy still be broadened by lateral mass transfer from its deformed sides. This clear crescent
deformationn of the zones is apparently stemming from a nonuniform flow profile over the
channell width. We assume this is caused by mismatch in thermal expansion coefficients of
siliconn and glass.27 In cooling down after direct bonding annealing both wafers slightly
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bend,, one a little more than the other. This translates into increased channel thickness and
thuss enhanced flow speed in the middle of the channel. This zone deformation is different
fromm the already mentioned side wall effect which produces a different shape of the zone,
moree flat in the middle and with longer tails adjacent to the sides.39 This effect is present as
welll but is hidden in the larger dispersion caused by the nonuniform flow.

Tablee 1: Measured and predicted relative retention and efficiency at the channel end in
thee HDC-chip test separations.
NN
TT
Theory y
Experiment^ ^
Experiment^ ^
Theory y
b)
fluorescein n
1.000 0
1.0966
6
144 000 2 000 366 000
c) )
0.994
dextrann 10 kD
0.994 4
311 000 7 000 1922 000
particless
26 nm 0.9577 0.006
0.975 5
333 000 3 000 2522 000
444 nm 0.9255 0.005
0.960 0
200 000 3 000 1800 000
1100 nm 0.9000 0.003
0.911 1
355 000; 42 000d) 799 000
a)) mean
std; n = 3; b) Assumed D = 5 x 10"10 m2/s; c) Theoretical value; d) 2 data
points s
Thee partial integration results in higher apparent efficiency than if the whole channel width
wass used, but only such selected data should be compared to the theoretical values from
equationn (4). In practice one could incorporate a split at the end of the channel to cut off the
deformedd zone sides and let only the center part enter a detector, or alternatively
incorporatee splitting structures at the end to delay the central part of the peak. Besides, a
narrowerr (but still wide enough) channel should be effected much less by the wafer
deformation.27 7

Conclusions Conclusions

Forr the first time the feasibility of an HDC chip for fast size characterization of larger
analytess has been demonstrated. The obtained results for separation of fluorescent
nanoparticless correspond qualitatively to HDC theory, but the retention and dispersion
modelss need improvement for a quantitative description. The observed excessive zone
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bendingg can be explained by residual mechanical stress in the microdevice and can be
readilyy eliminated by reduction of the channel width. In the next stage, tests on polymer
separationn in organic solvents will be performed, whereas the integration of more
sophisticatedd detectors will be undertaken.
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CHAPTERR 4
AA Pressure Driven Injection System for an
Ultra-Flatt Chromatographic MicroChannel
AA pressure-actuated on-chip injection system has been developed that is compatible
withh shallow microchannels of a very large aspect ratio i.e. 1 urn deep and up to 1000
urnn wide. Such channels offer potential advantage in the miniaturization of liquid
chromatographyy and other separation methods as they allow high loadability and low
samplee dispersion at the same time. Computational fluid dynamics simulations were
performedd to predict the flow profiles and the transport of a sample in the system and
too justify the injection principle. Based on these simulations, a prototype injector
integratedd into a chip for hydrodynamic chromatography has been realized and tested
experimentally.. The performance of the device is satisfactory and the results are in
qualitativee agreement with the numerical models.
Introduction Introduction

Reproduciblee injection of a small, well-defined sample zone is a necessary condition for a
goodd performance of any analytical separation device. Especially when such a device is
miniaturizedd into a chip this is a challenging problem. Use of an external injector would in
mostt cases prevent efficient separation because of large zone dispersion in the connection
tubing.. Integration of mechanical components such as a microvalve or a plunger into a chip
oftenn makes the device too complex and expensive. Therefore, passive injector
microstructuress are preferred, either a so-called cross injector,1'2 where the sample delivery
channell intersects the separation channel at one position, or a twin-T injector,3'4,5 where
bothh channels share a common, short length. This length defines the injection volume. In
thee majority of cases described in literature both channels have a small aspect ratio
(length/widthh < 10) and an equal depth as a result of a single etching step.
Recently,, some interesting applications of large-aspect-ratio (shallow but wide)
microchannelss have been presented.6,7,8'9 These channels both allow higher sample
loadabilityy (feasible for the detection) and have low peak dispersion because the
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nonequilibriumm mass transfer over the small channel thickness is fast. In such systems the
abovee mentioned passive injection principles are in essence applicable. However, during
thee filling the sample can leak considerably into the separation channel because of the large
widthh it has to cross. This would result in peak deformation, overloading and poor
separation.. In electrodriven devices this could be prevented by so-called pinching,
applyingg additional voltages at specific positions. An analogous pinching scheme for
pressuree driven systems is difficult to implement because this would require exact control
overr the pressure at all the outlets.
Moreover,, although the electrodriven approach is probably the most easily applicable one
inn micro Total Analysis Systems (fiTAS), pressure-driven devices offer advantages in many
speciall cases. Notably, when organic solvents are used as carrier liquid, electroosmosis is
oftenn difficult to generate or control. Different electrophoretic mobilities or buffer
compositionss can complicate the injection also in aqueous solutions. Another important
applicationn field for pressure driven separation systems is on-line industrial process
monitoringg where an often wet or explosive environment is at hand and the use of highvoltagee electrodriven methods presents a safety risk.
Inn this work, we show a form of a twin-T injector based on a careful choice of flow
resistancess inside a chip combined with an external flow actuation. The injector was
implementedd in a chip9 for hydrodynamic chromatography"'12 (HDC), where a shallow
channell is required not only to preserve efficiency but also for the separation principle
itself.. This analytical size-separation technique uses the effect of the nonuniform flow
profilee on the transport of large analytes, such as polymers or particles through a relatively
narroww (in at least one dimension) conduit. Differential migration of species with respect to
thee size is achieved without a stationary phase or an external field. However, a chip of
similarr parameters (if modified with a stationary-phase moiety) and with the same injector
wouldd be suitable for on-chip liquid chromatography of small molecules.
Designn of the system involves modeling of flow and species transport. The simplest
approachh in fluidics is a lumped element model, where a fluidic system is treated as a group
off interconnected resistances and capacitors for which average fluxes and pressure drops
aree obtained from expressions analogous to electric circuits.13 Such a model is efficient in
complexx systems but can neglect some important phenomena, especially in the case ot
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speciess transport. In less complicated systems, another approach is a direct, full or partial
numericall simulation of flow and other transport phenomena using computational fluid
dynamicss (CFD).14 Recent advances in computer performance allow studying many cases
too higher detail and precision in 3D and in acceptable time.14,15 However, the computational
domainn is still limited in size (relative to its smallest dimension to be fully accounted for)
byy the maximum possible number of discretization elements given by the computer
memoryy and time available.
AA combined approach was used here. The overall injection scheme was developed based on
aa flow resistances model. Subsequently 2D- and later 3D-CFD simulations were performed
off the central part of the injector in order to predict in detail the flow profiles and the
transportt of the sample with its implications for the actual amount injected and injection
zonee broadening. The presented CFD study is unusual because of the very large aspect ratio
off the domain.
AA prototype injection system was fabricated and tested. The experimental results show the
samee features as the CFD predictions. While 2D-CFD already gives a reasonable estimate
forr an ideal injector, 3D simulations are necessary to verify the conclusions and, in the case
off the simplified prototype, to describe the observed initial flow non-uniformity. In
separationn experiments,9 reliability of the injection was shown.

SystemSystem Design

Thee requirements on the injector for the HDC chip follow the desired parameters of the
separationn channel, which were obtained through combining chromatographic rules9 and
technologicall limits.16 The suitable separation channel dimensions were: depth - 1 fim,
widthh ~ 500-1000 pm and length ~ 10 cm. Flow velocities should be - 0.1-1 mm s'1,
correspondingg to a working pressure - 1-10 bar. The injection space will be defined in the
shortt initial part of this channel.
Inn order to assure that enough sample is injected and at the same time the injection
contributionn to peak broadening is only - 5%, the injection should produce a rectangular
samplee plug (or a symmetric peak of equal standard deviation a') of length /,*, given by17
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(1)

wheree Ls is the length of the separation channel and N the maximum number of theoretical
platess for this channel. Assuming the above mentioned dimensions and providing that the
maximumm separation efficiencies for this channel, i.e. 100 000-300 000 theoretical plates,9
cann be achieved, l* should be ~ 150-300 fxm (implying a* -50-100 /xm).

Figuree 1: (a) The layout of the prototype injection system. The flow direction and valve
positionss in the injection steps are shown, (b) The photograph of the injection area on the
prototypee HDC chip. (Resistance R2 is not used). The central part (in the frame) was
studiedd in detail.
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However,, flow splitting will be necessary to avoid peak tailing, and therefore the length of
thee injection space, L„ should be larger than /,*, because only a part of its content will be
injected.. For the prototype L, = 300 /im was chosen and the actual length injected,

, will

bee investigated.
Thee injection can be realized in 3 steps, using a combination of external flow actuation and
internall chip resistances in a system depicted in Figure la. The valves A and B are switched
simultaneously.. In the macrofilling step, fresh sample is introduced directly from the
syringee through the valve B into the collector C and thus deposited inside the chip close to
thee microinjector (Figure lb). The collector is made as a larger groove of a few [iL volume,
havingg a low resistance in order to ease its purge. During the next microfilling step,
pressuree is applied to this collector to fill the injection space Rj. Direct filling of this part
fromm a syringe would be very difficult because of the auxiliary resistance RR (explained
below),, and the large volume of the connecting tubing to be flushed with the sample. In the
finall microinjection step, a large part of the sample located in Ri is transported into the
separationn channel R s by the carrier liquid entering from slit SI through Ro- The remainder
off the sample is "swept" back into the slits S2 and S3.
Inn order to avoid complex fabrication procedures, the delivery slits are made as open
groovess in the bottom of the channel, entering it from the same side (Figure lb). Uniform
fillingg can be achieved with such transversal conduits only if their flow resistance is much
smallerr than that of the shallow channels. In this way, pressure gradients and consequently
floww non-uniformities over the channel width are prevented in the shallow part. The fluidic
resistancee R of a rectangular conduit is equal to18

** = ^

FF

= * - %

ab3

(2)

wheree Ap is the pressure drop and F the volumetric flow rate, a and b are the conduit crosssectionall dimensions assigned so that a > b, L is the conduit length, r\ is the fluid dynamic
viscosityy and K a geometrical factor. For channels of large aspect ratio K - 12, for lower
aspectt ratios K depends on a/b. Specifically, for a/b = 2 (as considered below) is K = 17.49.
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Inn order to restrict the sample to the space between slits S2 and S3 during the microfilling,
additionall conditions R, « Rs and RQ » Ri are imposed. These are satisfied because of the
vastt difference in the lengths of the corresponding channels (Figure lb) and because of the
shalloww depth.
Thee already mentioned flow splitting has to be implemented at slits S2 and S3 to reduce the
convectivee and diffusive carry-over of the remaining sample from the slits after the
microinjectionn step. The cross-section of the slits should not be too large as this would slow
downn this cleaning process and also the micro-filling step. The fabrication method easily
allowss creation of a groove 10 \im wide and 20 jum deep. As will be shown by the
simulations,, the low-resistance vs. small-volume trade-off is acceptable with this slit size
forr the 1 firn x 500 Jim channels.
Ass a compromise between flow loss and tailing prevention, a flow splitting ratio 1:1 was
adoptedd in the model for both slits. This would ideally result into an injected length l\ = 0.5
Lj.. However, because broader slits have to be used due to the required low resistance and
becausee of microtechnology limits, some carry-over will occur, and l\ > 0.5 L; should be
expected. .
Inn the real device the flow splitting 1:1 is easily achieved for slit S3 by incorporating an
auxiliaryy channel (RR in Figure lb) of the same flow resistance as the separation channel.
However,, its volume has to be much smaller in order to avoid long injection times. As can
bee seen from eq. 2, the resistance of a large-aspect-ratio channel remains constant if its
widthh (a) and length (L) are reduced by the same factor, while keeping the depth (b)
unchanged.. Fast injection is then possible providing the consequent high linear velocity and
shearingg in the resistance channel is not degrading the species to be analyzed. For the
prototypee the resistance channel is 20 times smaller in the length and width than the
separationn channel.
Too keep the prototype simple and less prone to possible clogging we have chosen to control
thee outflow from slit S2 by a macrovalve outside the chip (valve A) instead of
implementingg resistance R2. Compliance induced outflow then occurs shortly, due to the
compressibilityy of the large volume of liquid in the tubing compared to the slit volume.
Thiss results in some flow nonuniformity in the start of the microinjection but still assures
cleaningg and (delayed) closing of this slit.
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Usingg gas-pressurized vessels with the carrier liquid offers a stable flow and no
contaminationn with particles from pump seals. It is therefore preferable for the 1 ju.m deep
channel,, where a working pressure below 10 bar is sufficient for efficient HDC separations.
However,, the external valve system is also suitable for direct connection to an LC pump
(withh split) if more pressure is required, for example for sub-micrometer channels. A
clampedd stainless steel system with chemically resistant O-rings was chosen for the
externall part to allow use of also organic solvents. The silicon and glass based chip is
resistantt to all chemicals except strong bases and HF solutions.

MaterialsMaterials and Methods
CFDD model
Ass a part of the design, finite volume 2D- and 3D-CFD models were built for the central
partt of the injection system (Figure 1) using the FLUENT™ software package19 (version
5.5.14).. The computation domain geometry (Figure 2) was created and meshed in the
defaultt pre-processor19 GAMBIT™ (version 1.3.0). The numerical simulations were
performedd on a PC platform.
Thee dimensions of the domains are equal to the values chosen in the preceding section. The
2DD domain also contains a longer part of the separation channel to accommodate the whole
injectedd zone and inspect its spatial profile. In 3D such an extension would result into an
excessivee number of computation elements. Therefore, the injected amount is obtained by
monitoringg the average analyte concentration on the boundary OUT at each time step. Still
aa large number of cells is necessary (~ 200 000) because of the large aspect ratios of the
domain.. A non-uniform grid with wide, thin cells has to be used in the shallow parts to keep
thee number of cells limited. Such cells generally lead to numerical problems and inaccuracy
butt could be used in flat conduits in regions where gradients are small. A time step of 10"3
secc was used in all species transport simulations.
Higherr order numerical schemes and double precision were used as recommended for large
aspectss ratio problems involving long thin conduits19. The solutions were found to be
practicallyy independent on the spatial and temporal discretization with the grids and time
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stepp used. The amount of analyte, as reported by integration on the boundaries, corresponds
too the amount introduced to the domain within ~ 1%.

Figuree 2: (a) The geometry of the computation domain in the 2D- and 3D-CFD models of
thee central part of the injector, (b) The detail of the computation mesh in the 3D model.
Alll flows are pressure driven, laminar (Re ~ 10"3-10"') and modeled as stationary. The flow
calculationss and species transport calculations were decoupled. First, Navier-Stokes
equationss were solved for the carrier liquid to obtain the flow field. This field was then
fixedd and the time-dependent solution of the convection-diffusion equation was performed
forr an analyte that was specified by a diffusion coefficient and the initial concentration
givenn by the boundary condition.
Ass another boundary condition, the velocity on each opening is specified. In the
microfillingg step, the velocities on IN and OUT are set to zero. This reflects the conditions
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R2. Velocities on S2, S3 are then equal but opposite in signs and

determinedd by the flow rate generated on resistance RR ( » /?,) by the applied pressure
(optionall Ri is not considered). For the microinjection, first the velocity on OUT is
determinedd from the applied pressure and the separation channel resistance R$. The
remainingg velocities are obtained from the continuity and splitting conditions and from the
cross-sectionall areas of the boundaries.
Thee carrier liquid is water at 293 K and the sample is a mixture of water and "analyte" with
aa diffusion coefficient D = 5 x 10"10 mV 1 or D = 10"H mV 1 . For the assumed pressure of 2
barr the velocity in S3 is 0.5 mm s"1 in the microfilling step for the 3D model. The same
pressuree yields a velocity of - 0.2 mm s'1 on OUT during the microinjection step. In the
speciess simulation, a constant mass fraction 0.001 of analyte in the carrier liquid is
supposedd in boundary S3 in the microfilling step. For the microinjection, the same mass
fractionn is uniformly applied as an initial profile in the slits S2 and S3 and everywhere in
betweenn them.

Experimental l
Inn the prototype setup silicon-glass chips were used containing a separation channel that
wass 1 |J,m deep, 0.5 mm or 1 mm wide and 80 mm long. The shallow channels were created
byy wet silicon oxide etching of a thermally oxidized silicon wafer. The inlet and outlet slits
weree defined by Reactive Ion Etching. Inlet and outlet holes of 0.5 mm diameter were
createdd in a CMP-polished 4" Pyrex glass wafer by powderblasting. The wafer pair was
fusionn bonded and subsequently annealed at 425 °C. Details of the chip fabrication can be
foundd elsewhere.16 A clamp with O-rings was used as the interface between the chip and
thee valve system. The injection process was monitored for a fluorescent sample using an
uprightt fluorescence imaging microscope (BX51) equipped with a CCD camera (Colorview
12)) and a computer image acquisition and processing system (Olympus). The internal
microscopee mercury lamp served as the illumination source. All tubing and valves used
weree stainless steel standard HPLC 1/16" components (Valco).
Aqueouss phosphate buffer (10 mM pH = 7) was used as the eluent and the solvent of the
sample.. Solutions of fluorescein (0.01 mg/mL) or fluorescent latex particles (180 nm, 0.2
mg/mL)) obtained from Molecular Probes (Leiden, The Netherlands) were used as test
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samples.. All water was deionized and subboil-distilled. The buffer was filtered prior to use
throughh a 0.02 pim membrane filter. Upstream each reservoir, a 0.5 |J.m in-line filter
(Upchurch,, USA) was placed. The working pressure was 2 bar.

ResultsResults and Discussion

Afterr preliminary 2D-CFD studies, which demonstrated the injection principle, a 3D model
wass built to prove the feasibility of the design. The flow simulation confirms the
assumptionn that, despite the direction of the flow in the slits, a uniform velocity profile
parallell with the direction of the separation channel is obtained in the shallow part (Figure
3). .

Figuree 3: The flow simulation in the 3D model. Top view (above) and detailed view in slit
S33 (below) of the velocity field for the microfilling (left) and the microinjection (right).
Onlyy selected vectors in a single plane are plotted.
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Figuree 4: The sample transport simulation. Microfilling step (left). Microinjection step
(right)) in an injector with ideal split control and ideal filling.
Thee subsequent simulations of the species transport (Figure 4) show that the microfilling
stepp can fill the whole injector space within a few seconds. It also shows that the uniformity
off an (ideally) filled zone is preserved in the microinjection step.
Ann HDC-chip prototype injection system of the same dimensions, however without the
controll of the splitting on slit S2, was fabricated. Figure 5 shows an experiment where an
aqueouss solution of fluorescein (D = 5 x 10"'° mV') is injected. The displayed time is
measuredd from the moment when the sample front visibly enters the domain from slit S3.
Qualitativee agreement with the numerical simulations was obtained for the microfilling step
(Figs.. 4 and 5 left). A detailed comparison is difficult because the simulation assumes a step
increasee in the sample concentration in the inlet at the start of the filling process. In practice
thiss is a ramp increase, as the front of the sample undergoes dispersion when it moves from
collectorr C to the microinjector. This takes ~ 10-20 seconds in the prototype because long
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interconnectingg grooves were used to allow easy access for the microscope objective to the
injectionn structure in order to inspect the species transport. The internal loop is therefore
lesss distinctly filled, as compared to the simulation. In a more advanced device with an
integratedd detector these grooves will be shortened.

Figuree 5: The sample inject experiment. The injection is demonstrated on an HDC chip
prototype.. Fluorescein solution is used as a "sample", the working pressure is 2 bar.
Microfillingg (left) and microinjection (right).
Inn the microinjection step simulation, a rectangular species zone was applied into the
injectorr instead of using the profile obtained for the microfilling. Although this does not
representt the real injection properly, the net effect of this step on the zone is better visible.
Itt is also useful not to relate the microinjection to a specifically deformed initial shape. This
cann be modified e.g. if a higher pressure is used for the microfilling than for the
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microinjectionn (where the pressure is prescribed by the desired optimum velocity in the
separationn channel) to speed up the process and reduce the diffusive overfilling.
AA more apparent difference (Figs 4 vs. 5 right) is the "J" shaped rear end of the zone, which
occurss in the experiment. This can be explained by a flow non-uniformity in the shallow
partt of the injector space, caused, as already mentioned, by the macrovalve actuation of slit
S2.. For a short time, a relatively high, compression-induced outflow develops in this slit, as
thee working pressure is opposed only by R0. This flow disturbs the uniform velocity field in
thee adjacent shallow part. To study this effect we have performed additional simulations.
Thee volume of liquid between slit S2 and valve A is ~ 25 jiL. Assuming the isothermal
compressibilityy of water to be 5 x 10"5 bar"', the void volume will be ~ 2.5 nL at 2 bar
pressure.. We consider now an average stationary flow, corresponding to an intermediate
situation,, when the liquid in the tubing is already partly compressed and has a pressure of 1
bar,, while the applied pressure is, as before, 2 bar. The pressure difference over R0 is then 1
bar.. (The actual outflow decays as the compression proceeds because the pressure
differencee over R0 decreases). This results into an average linear velocity of 8 mm s"1 on
boundaryy IN. The pressure drop over Rs is 1 bar and gives rise to a velocity of - 0.1 mm s"1
onn OUT. Due to the flow splitting on S3 and because of continuity, the velocity on
boundaryy S2 will be - 19.5 mm s"1. With this average outflow the compressibility
compliancee would be filled in ~ 0.5 sec. The flow and resulting species profile are solved
forr those conditions. Then the flow into slit S2 stops, the flow in Rj becomes uniform and
thee injection proceeds normally. This is modeled by fixing the obtained species profile,
solvingg the flow for the new boundary conditions and then again solving the species
transport. .
Althoughh the decay-dynamics of the process is averaged, this simple model does explain
thee effect. The flow profile deformation is clearly visible (Figure 6 left) and the sample
transportt solution (Figure 6 right) shows the same feature as the experiment (Figure 5 at 4.4
s). .
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Figuree 6: The simulation of the effect of an initially high outflow in slit S2 if actuated with
aa microvalve. The resulting nonuniform flow field (left), applied for 500 ms, partly deforms
thee injection plug (right).

Fromm the monitored concentration profile (Figure 7, curve E) it appears that the injected
amount,, according to this simple model, is smaller than ideal. Still, enough sample is
injectedd and the initial zone deformation is partly compensated by faster cleaning and
eliminationn of diffusion from slit S2.
Inn principle it is possible to accurately model the whole injection process as a sequence of
floww and species transport calculations with changing boundary conditions to account for
thee effect of both over-filling (with a slightly larger domain) and the disturbed flow on the
injectedd peak. One can also include time dependent boundary conditions to represent the
rampp of concentration, or a non-stationary flow field coupled with the species calculation
forr the non-ideal injector. More computer power would be needed to do such calculations in
aa reasonable time. However, because all those effects can likely be suppressed by
modificationn of the design and operating conditions, such detailed simulations are not
necessaryy in our opinion.
Thee simulated concentration profiles in time are plotted in Figure 7 for both the 2D and 3D
models. .
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Figuree 7: The calculated profiles in time of an average mass fraction of analyte at the
boundaryy OUT during the microinjection. Simulation with ideal splitting conditions in 2D
forr the fast- and the slowly diffusing analyte (A, B respectively) and the same simulation in
3DD (C, D respectively). (E) the profile obtained for the fast diffusing analyte in the 3Dmodell with initial non-uniform flow. (—) a hypothetical zone with /, = 0.5 L,.

Thee asymmetry of the curves for the fast diffusing compounds is mainly the effect of
monitoringg the concentration at a fixed position over the time span, during which the actual
profilee is still developing. Interestingly, the difference between the 2D and 3D simulations
forr an injector with an ideally controlled splitting is not large, despite the different
orientationn of the flows in the slits. This allows comparing of the more informative, spatial
profiless after injection into the longer part of the separation channel in the 2D domain
(Figuree 8). Some tailing due to carry-over from the slits is observed but is not significant in
ourr application. For the same reason, 2D simulations can be used to quickly explore the
influencee of different flow conditions providing those would still result into a uniform flow
inn the actual device. These simulations (Figure 8) suggest that moderately higher flow rates
orr higher splitting ratios (higher flow into the slits) can further improve the peak symmetry
iff necessary.
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Figuree 8: The injected sample peak shapes in the beginning part of the separation channel,
obtainedd from the 2D simulation. Normal flow (- 0.2 mm s"1 at OUT) and splitting (1:1) for
thee fast (A) and the slowly diffusing analyte (B). Moderately higher flows (C, - 0.4 mm s"1
att OUT) and splitting ratios (D, slit /channel 2:1, - 0.2 mm s"1 at OUT) further improve the
zonee shapes for the same analyte as in (A). (---) a hypothetical zone with /, = 0.5 L,.

Thee amount of injected species (mi) can be obtained by integrating the concentration
profiless from the simulation, and, in the experiment, by integrating the image intensities.
Thee values can be compared to the amount M, located in the shallow part between slits S2
andd S3 in the ideally filled injector. Because the spatial profiles of the injected peaks are
closee to either a rectangular or a Gaussian shape with the maximum equal to the initial
concentration,, the comparison holds also for the injected lengths (represented by a virtual
rectangularr plug of the same standard deviation), i.e. /, / Lt ~ m, / M,. In the limiting case
withh splitting 1:1 and no carry-over from the slits, m, / M, = 0.5. Because of the broader
slits,, the carry-over cannot be suppressed completely and more sample is injected, both in
thee CFD model and the experiment. From the CFD simulation (when ideal filling and ideal
splitt control is supposed) mj'M, is ~ 0.65 for the slower- and ~ 0.85 for the faster-diffusing
species.. In the case of the non-ideal injector (when the above mentioned specific flow
conditionss are considered), a ratio ~ 0.75 is obtained with the faster diffusing species.
Inn experiments, mt / Ml ~ 0.8-1.2 for fluorescein and similar injected amounts were
observedd for the particles. Zones with at~ 100 urn (i.e. /, ~ 300 /xm) are typically obtained.
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Thesee experimental results on the prototype are, however, inaccurate because of the
limitationss of the imaging (integration time 100-500 ms) and timing of the manually
controlledd valves. The latter leads to partial overfilling of the injector. Nevertheless, the
zoness satisfy the chromatographic criteria. Further reducing the microinjector length to ~
150-2000 fim would increase the robustness because of more tolerance to possible
overfilling. .
Separationn experiments on the HDC chips have proved that the injection method is suitable
forr a large range of analytes with different sizes and also in 1 mm wide channels.9 In
experimentss with non-filtered latex particles, some pollution from particle clusters has built
upp in the slits, but injection was still possible (Figure 9).

Figuree 9: Injection of latex microparticles (180 nm diameter) into a 1 mm wide HDC
channel. .

Longg interconnection grooves in the prototype result in slight HDC frontal separation and
thuss discrimination during the microfilling step. This should be accounted for in the timing
off the valves. Shortening of the grooves will eliminate this effect.
Organicc carrier liquids (methanol, tetrahydrofuran) used over several weeks in other test
experimentss have not affected the device either. The injector was also implemented with
minorr modifications into test prototypes for a microviscodetector.20
Furtherr substantial miniaturization and simplification of the presented injection system can
bee suggested by using sample and carrier liquid reservoirs (10's of /xL) created directly on
thee chip and actuated by gas pressure via gas valves and manifolds, miniaturized in a
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compactt block clamped above the reservoirs. A small tank or a piston gas pump could serve
ass a pressure source.
Conclusions Conclusions
Thee presented prototype injection system shows good performance with wide shallow
separationn microchannels such as those used in the tested chip for hydrodynamic
chromatography.. In the design, simulations by computational fluid dynamics were possible
despitee the large aspect ratio, and provided useful information. This injector can be used in
otherr similar flat channel systems with both organic and inorganic liquids.
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CHAPTERR 5

Designn of a Low Dispersion Outlet for a
Flatt Conduit with Pressure-Driven Flow
Floww and dispersion of species has been studied in differently shaped outlets for a flat,
shalloww and wide microfluidic channel. The aim is the coupling of such channel, used
ass an analytical separation column, to a narrower detection channel or cell. Two
generall small-volume designs - a flat nozzle and a transversal slit - are suggested. For
each,, an optimized form is derived using geometric and fluidic considerations.
Simulationss by 3D computational fluid dynamics are performed for all structures and
thee results are converted into general transfer functions for concentration. The
contributionn to the second moment of a species zone is calculated. The dispersion in
thee optimized outlets is found to be the lowest.

Introduction Introduction
Extracolumnn zone broadening becomes the limiting factor for the performance of analytical
separationn methods when the efficiency of the column itself is high enough. Besides the
contributionn from the injection this zone broadening is generated in the connection to the
detectorr and in the detection cell. The latter is the more difficult to suppress, because the
sensitivityy of a detector in general increases with the cell volume or the cell optical path
length.. A general rule1 states that extracolumn fluidic structures should be small in volume
andd streamlined in geometry in order to maintain the zone integrity.
Inn analytical microdevices created on a microfluidic chip,2 high efficiencies can be
achievedd by reducing the column dimensions and by integrating the system components on
aa small area. For pressure-driven separations, plain conduits of a large-aspect-ratio crosssection33 offer the advantage of both a sufficient loadability and smaller dispersion as
comparedd to the use of cylindrical channels. Such shallow wide channels are, however,
mostlyy not suitable for a direct integration with a microdetector, except perhaps with
electrochemicall or evanescent light techniques.4 For example, in classical optical detection
principless based on absorption or deflection of an excitation beam (e.g. UV absorption,
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fluorescence,, classical refractive index detectors), the aligning of the excitation beam with
thee channel plane would be very difficult if not impossible, especially when the channel
depthh approaches the wavelength of the light.5 The alternative configuration with the beams
perpendicularr to the shallow channel plane would not profit from a larger width, however.
AA low-dispersion transition into a narrower deeper channel is then a potential solution. In
addition,, via confining the flow into a narrow outlet channel measurable pressure drops6
cann be created and used for viscometric detection of macromolecules. An outlet crosssectionn close to that of cylindrical microcapillaries would allow the use of already
developedd coupling techniques to e.g. mass spectrometery.7 In addition, a low dispersion
couplingg is needed when two or more channels are used in series with alternating
orientationn to fit a longer column onto a chip. Simple U-turns would cause a large
dispersion,, for similar reasons as in electrodriven devices, where this effect has been
studiedd in detail.8
Here,, we present a study of various outlet designs for a 1 fim deep and 500 /xm wide
microchannell

with pressure driven flow,

chromatographyy

(LC),

specifically

which is suitable for on-chip liquid

hydrodynamic

chromatography

(HDC)

of

macromoleculess and particles. The results may also be helpful in the design of larger scale
channelss e.g. for Flow- or Thermal Field-Flow Fractionation9 (FFF) or elsewhere when
uniformm collection of flow from a flat tube is required.

Theory Theory
Governingg equations
Inn microdevices, flow of liquids is dominated by viscosity, because of the small dimensions
(Ree «

1 ). For this special form of laminar flow, called creeping flow,10 the inertia term in

thee momentum equation can be neglected. The Navier-Stokes equations then become linear.
Forr incompressible stationary creeping flow
V - U = 00

(la)

7;V2UU = Vp

(lb)
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Here,, u is the velocity field, p the pressure profile and rj the dynamic viscosity. The
accuracyy of the flow equations for dimensions of ~ 1 /mi or smaller has been questioned in
literature.11,122 The authors have observed deviations from the predicted pressure drops and
attributee this to the molecular effects on viscosity near the channel walls. However,
experimentss supporting the validity of the equations in this small scale were also reported.
Inn this study we assume that the equations (1) hold for channel dimensions down to 1 fim.
Thee transport of non-reacting species is governed by the convection-diffusion equation

7)r 7)r
—— = DV 2 c-U-Vc
dt dt

(2)

wheree t is time c is the concentration profile and D the diffusion coefficient. A specific
solutionn of (2) in dimensionless form applies to all cases of the same Peclet number Pe =
udlDudlD and Strouhal number St = dlut, where u, d, and t are respectively a characteristic
velocity,, geometric dimension and time in the system. When the cases differ in velocity
fieldfield however, this difference has to be uniform in space i.e. U2(x,y,z) = öiii(x,y,z). This is
strictlyy possible only when the Navier-Stokes equations become linear i.e. in the creeping
floww regime, the present situation.
Analyticall solution of eqn's (1) and (2) is possible only for simple cases. However, the
state-of-the-artt 3D Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) provides accurate numerical
solutionss in virtually any geometry, if sufficient computer power is available.
Althoughh specific conditions have to be selected for the simulation, generally applicable
resultss are obtained here, because the above mentioned invariance of (2) applies also for the
scalingg in chromatographic separation channels. In addition, independence on the injected
zonee profile can be achieved by converting the results into transfer functions.

Chromatographicc zone dispersion
Thee sample moves through the system subject to convection and diffusion. This leads to
zonee dispersion and determines, together with the differential migration achieved in the
separationn column, the resolution of the method. The dispersion is characterized by the
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secondd moment a of the zone concentration profile, formed by contributions from the
separationn column and the external components1

Heree a is the standard deviation of the zone.
Inn a properly designed system oCO| is the only major contribution to the dispersion, while
otherr contributions should together cause less than ~ 10% of the final peak width. (In this
casecase aex < 0.3 ocol). oco\ depends on the column Peclet number, also called reduced velocity
v.v. For a flat channel v= <u>hJD where <u> is the average fluid velocity and hc the channel
height.. An optimum value v= vopt exists for which the dispersion in the column is minimal,
andd thus the highest separation resolution is obtained. For an unretained zone in a flat
channell vop, = V210. The optimum velocity and the minimum dispersion (in length units)
aree then

<u><u>oplopl=42ÏÖD/h=42ÏÖD/hcc
aa22coi.mncoi.mn = 2J2/105Lh(.
wheree L is the column length.
Inn this study we assume this kinetic optimum situation. For the channel depth of 1 ^im, the
theoreticall crC0|, min is 150 \xm (i.e. 75 pL for a 500 firn wide channel) for the 8 cm long
channell used in the HDC chip prototype.3 However, a good separation was observed
alreadyy in a much shorter length of this channel, viz - 2 cm. A channel of this length may
thuss be preferred in some cases, because of smaller pressure drops. For the shorter channel
<?coi,, min would be 75 pun (37.5 pL at a 500 /xm width).
Inn size-separation methods15 such as HDC, where the individual constituents differ in
diffusionn coefficient substantially because of the different size, the velocity can be
optimizedd for species of an intermediate size resp. diffusion coefficient. In our device the
velocityy of - 0.5 mm/s is a good trade-off between the speed and resolution.3 This velocity
iss the optimal one for a diffusion coefficient of 3.5 x 10'" mV'. These values are therefore

(5)
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usedd in this study. It is stressed however, that the results, expressed in volume units, hold
forr all cases of the same reduced velocity v, in this case vopt. This is because the scaling of
thee flow separation column according to D is accompanied by the same, uniform scaling of
thee flow in the outlet (in view of the incompressible creeping flow regime at hand), and
thuss constant Pe there.

Transferr function
Thee effects of various parts of a fluidic system on the transported zones of species can be
describedd in more detail by a transfer function for concentration h(t).16'17 This is, under
certainn conditions, independent of the injected zone length and profile in time. A sufficient
conditionn is a uniform distribution of the concentration over the inlet section. The transfer
functionn can be obtained by deconvoluting the input function (initial profile) f(t) from the
outputt function (the resulting profile) g(t) of the system, obtained either from an experiment
orr a simulation. The deconvolution is performed using Fourier transforms18 (FT, and
inversee the transform FT 1 ) as illustrated below

MM

FT T
F(0)) )

11

G(g>) )

CFDD or
fluidic fluidic
structure e experime e

11

FT T

g{')g{')

> ~ ~ F(co) ) ==
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Thee transfer function has the same shape as would have a response function of the system
too an input concentration Delta-pulse. A response function for an arbitrary f(t) can then be
obtainedd by convolution with h(t).

AlternativeAlternative

Geometries

Flatt nozzle
Thee simplest small-volume transition from a wide to a narrow channel is a flat nozzle with
equall depth (Figure 1). This can be made as plain or alternatively with splitting features
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whichh should more or less equalize the times the sample travels from different positions
overr the channel width to the end orifice. This should minimize the zone dispersion and

distortion.distortion. In our case, the nozzle has to couple the above mentioned channel to a narrow
measuringg channel of a microviscodetector6 which is 20 um wide x 1 um deep.
Thee dispersion of a sample in a plain nozzle used as an inlet for a FFF channel has been
experimentallyy studied by Giddings.9 Flow in a flat nozzle is also studied in.20 According to
Giddings,, both the longer path and lower velocity along the sides of the nozzle (as
comparedd to the middle) result into some peak distortion and dispersion. In a plain nozzle,
thee angle of the converging walls is the only parameter to choose. With smaller angles, the
differencess in length decreases but the nozzle allocates more space. For this study, an angle
off 90 ° was used.

Figuree 1: The design of a flat nozzle outlet. Plain nozzle (solid line) and the optional
splittingg features (hatched) used to equalize the path lengths (dashed line).
Thee splitting features were designed as shown in Figure 1, but other configurations with
differentt number, size and position of the splitting features are certainly possible.

Transversall slit
Anotherr small-volume outlet can be formed as a deeper slit, spanning across the width of
thee channel at the end of it. In microdevices, such slits can be created using the reactive ion
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etchingg (RIE) technology21. The simplest design is a slit of constant cross-section and
positionedd perpendicular to the channel axis. This form, however, is likely to cause a large
dispersion. .
Ann optimal shape for the transversal slit can be derived from the following constraints for
timee t, pressure/) and volumetric flow rate F (see also Figure 2)
Af,, = At0

(6a) )

AAPlPl = Ap0

(6b) )

ww

(6c) )

wheree w is the total width of the flat channel and indices 0 and 1 refer to a traveled path
(Figuree 2) in the flat channel region (B to C) and in the slit (A to C) respectively. Condition
(6a)) ensures that at every position along the slit the sample is eluting from the flat channel
att the right moment when the already collected sample is passing by. Conditions (6b) and
(6c)) represent the continuity of pressure and mass.

Figuree 2: The scheme for the design of an optimized slit outlet.
Thee conditions (6a-c) should ideally be satisfied all over the channel width i.e. z e (0,w).
However,, one can expect mathematical problems in the starting location, because there the
slitt width has to approach the depth of the channel, otherwise dead volumes and
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nonuniformitiess would result. Therefore we examine the constraints for z e (£vv) where £,
iss the smallest z for which a consistent solution exists.
Thee relation between the pressure drop (dp/dl) and the flow rate for a conduit with an
arbitraryy cross-sectional shape is"

dd

^K^L^K^L

dldl

m

qd4

wheree d is the conduit characteristic cross-sectional dimension, TJ is the fluid dynamic
viscosityy and K and q are geometrical factors. The factor q relates d and the cross-sectional
areaa S = qd2. For rectangular cross-section, the smaller dimension b is taken as d. Then q is
thee channel aspect ratio (q > 1). For lower aspect ratios K varies between 12 and 25. For
widee shallow channels K = \2,d = h and q = w/hv.
Thee shape of the slit is defined by two functions. An "external shape" function a(z)
describess the curvature of axis of the slit in the channel plane, while an "internal shape"
functionn b{z) describes

the variation in the cross-sectional dimension of the slit. An

analyticallyy tractable situation is obtained when a condition is imposed that the flow in the
shalloww part is parallel to x and constant in (JC, z). Then (6a) can be expressed for a(z) and
itss derivative to z, a\z) as

^ - « ( f l V J W ^ f ee

(7a)

andd the combination of (6b) and (6d) together with F 0 = u0hw gives

^ [ « U ) - « ( # ) ] = j ^ f cc
hh

Takingg £ constant, using F} (z) = Su = qb2(z)
gett from (7a) and (7b)

(7b)

\qb (z)
M/(Z),

differentiating to z and rearranging we
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11
i(z)) = "oJ1 + —
a\z) a\z)

(8a) )

12ifQQ = ux{z) I t 1
£/i22 &2(z)V
a'2(z)

(8b; ;

M

Thee condition (6c) can be expressed as

bb22{z)uAz){z)uAz) = '-^z

(9) )

Combiningg (8a) and (9) we obtain one relation between the internal and the external shape
off the slit

-z=b\z)\i+4r, -z=b\z)\i+4r,
qq

\

(10a) )

a (z)

andd combining (8b) and (9) we have another relation

122
1
11 + '2 2
.22 AA 2
KhKh
b\z) a\z) a\z)
L

(10b) )

Fromm equations (10a) and (10b) the internal slit shape b(z) can be obtained as

rr V/3
b(z)b(z) = bn

bboutout

(Ha) )

id id

={KhW/I2g^

(lib) )
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Thee internal shape is thus fully constrained, starts from b(0) = 0 and ends with size 60Ut,
whichh is prescribed once a certain geometry and aspect ratio of the slit cross-section is
chosen. .
Forr the external shape a(z) we get from (10a) and (10b) after integration

. ..

31n(VA^l)+
zm ,3;"NMr' 3 -l
i
l

a(z)a(z) =

2A 3/22

T77—

+

2A

AA = (12/ Kqh)2'3

(12a)

(12b)

wheree an integration constant was is set to 0, because it only represents shifting of the shape
alongg the channel length. The function a(z) exists for z > (1/A)3/2 = Kqh/12, because the
conditionss cannot be satisfied in a small starting length of the slit, where its dimensions are
smallerr or comparable to the depth of the shallow channel. In addition, the initial part of the
functionn is almost parallel to x, because its shape is to a large extent determined by the
logarithmicc part. A practical option is to take z > (2/A)3/2 = Kqhl6, which assures that the
logarithmm in (12a) is positive and its slope deviates sufficiently from the parallel direction.
Forr the simulation we have extrapolated the function to z = 0 by a groove of a small
constantt cross-section. As shown in the results, this practically does not influence the flow
inn the structure.
Taylorr dispersion23, which may be important in the broader parts of the slit, is not
consideredd in this derivation. Accounting for this effect would require a complex iterative
optimizationn procedure. Because Taylor dispersion decreases monotonously with a conduit
cross-section,, a slit, narrower than what equation (11) suggests, may perform even better,
providedd it does not deform the flow in the shallow part too much.
Forr the considered application for 500 /im x 1 /im channel and e.g. a rectangular slit of
aspectt ratio q - 2, the geometrical factor K = 17.49.22 The shape function exist and is
positivee for z > 5.8 /im and the outlet dimensions result as 6.7 /im x 13.4 /tm. These
dimensionss can be achieved with the RIE technology,21 and are close to the dimensions of
cylindricall capillaries used in open tubular liquid chromatography where coupling to MS
hass been achieved.7 The aspect-ratio of the slit cross-section produced by RIE is however
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nott constant due to the so-called RIE-lag effect21 and the presented shape functions may
havee to be corrected for this.
Thee straight slit, included in this study for later comparison has a uniform cross-section
identicall with the end cross-section of the optimized slit.

Adaptionn for an optical cell
Inn the considered application with the 500 fim x 1 jim separation channel, the end-orifice
(6.77 x 13.4 ft) of the optimized slit is too small in cross-section to form an optical detection
celll with practical detection limits. A change in an aspect ratio or geometry of the slit crosssectionn would not increase the cross-sectional area substantially (cf. eq. 11). With respect to
thiss the slit is not much different from the flat nozzle where the end-orifice cross-section is
limitedd by the shallow depth. In contrast, an optical cell should be at least a few tens of fim
deepdeep to create sufficient path length for e.g. UV absorption (perpendicular detection) and
alsoo a few tens of fim wide to allow alignment of external optical components e.g. fibers
andd apertures.24 A solution could be to couple a simple cell in a form of a larger groove
rightt to the outlet designed either as the flat nozzle or the optimized slit as shown above. In
thiss way dead volume would still be small. A large step increase in the cross-section may
howeverr result in trapping of bubbles or particulate material in the dead corners. A short
andd smooth expansion of the width may be used in the case of the optimized slit. For the
couplingg of the optical cell to the flat nozzle, a similar transition in the perpendicular
directionn would be desirable, but cannot be achieved with the RIE technology. An
alternativee would be the use of the above mentioned RIE-lag effect21. The transition could
bee divided into several short narrow diverging slits, the depth of which would gradually
increasee with the width because of this effect. A brief study of such a structure, we call it a
"beak"" structure, is presented below.
AA more extensive study would be necessary to find the proper cell dimensions. The
contributionn of the cell to the zone width due to the averaging over its volume is ~ 5%,
whenn its volume is V = ov.coi' However, when the cell is formed by a groove of a large
cross-section,, the Taylor dispersion may increase the dispersion substantially. In this study
wee select a groove of 30 fim x 30 fim. The first 40 fim resp. 80 fim of its length can be used
ass a detection cell for the 2 cm resp. 8 cm long separation channels.
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CFDCFD Setup
Forr the CFD simulations the FLUENT™ software package (version 5.5.14) was used. The
computationn domain geometry was created and meshed in the default pre-processor
GAMBIT™™ (version 1.3.0). The numerical simulations were performed on a PC platform.
Alll flows are pressure driven, laminar (Re ~ 10"3—10 ') and modeled as stationary. The
creepingg flow approximation is not available in the software, therefore the more general
laminarr incompressible flow model was used. The flow calculations and species transport
calculationss were decoupled. First, the Navier-Stokes equations were solved for the carrier
liquidd to obtain the flow field. This field was then fixed and the time-dependent solution of
thee convection-diffusion equation was performed for an analyte, specified by a diffusion
coefficientt and initial concentration in boundary conditions.
Ass some of the considered structures are likely to influence the flow profile also in the final
partt of the separation channel, a 100 fim long straight inlet part is included in all the cases.
Thee contribution of this part to the dispersion is negligible. The shape of the optimized
outlett slit edges is approximated by 6 points and a "NURB" (software feature) polynomial
fit.. A large number of computation volume elements is necessary because of the large
aspectt ratios of the domain. Because of symmetry, in the case of the nozzles only a quarter
andd in the case of the detection cell only a half of the domain has do be modelled. A time
stepp of 10"3 sec was used in all species transport simulations.
Ass the boundary condition, the velocity on the inlet boundary is set to be the velocity of 0.5
mm/ss as valid in the separation channel. The carrier liquid is water at 293 K and the sample
iss a mixture of water and "analyte" with a diffusion coefficient D = 3 x 10" m s" . The
analytee is either introduced at t = 0 as a narrow (50 ^m long) rectangular plug of mass
fractionn 0.001, or for a quantitative study, as a Gaussian profile in time on the inlet
boundary,, with standard deviation 75 ms, corresponding to 37.5 pL in volume. This zone
profilee enables an accurate simulation and postprocessing because it is long enough and
thuss smooth with respect to the grid spacing (1-3 /xm) and still sufficiently influenced by
thee structures.
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Figuree 3: The meshed CFD domains for the nozzle with splitting structures (above) and the
beginningg part of optimized slit (below).
Higherr order numerical schemes and double precision were used as recommended for large
aspectss ratio problems involving long thin conduits.25 The solutions are practically
independentt on the spatial and temporal discretization with the grids and the time step used.
Thee amount of analyte, as reported by integration on the boundaries, corresponds to the
amountt introduced to the domain within ~ 0.5%.
Thee Fourier transformation was performed using standard modules in Mathematica (version
2.0). .

ResultsResults and Discussion

Heree we compare the results for the four suggested outlet geometries with the following
dimensionss of the end orifice: 20 x 1 /xm both for the plain nozzle (a) and the nozzle with
splittingg structures (b) and 6.7 x 13.4 /xm both for the straight (c) and the optimized (d) slit.
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Thee contours of static pressure obtained in the flow simulation (Figure 4) show that the
flowflow is most uniformly distributed both in the optimized slit and in the nozzle with
structures.. As seen, the flow pattern in the optimized slit is practically ideal despite of the
shapee extrapolation for the beginning part, for which the function (12) does not exist.
Becausee of linearity of the creeping flow, the same flow distribution but of opposite sign
wouldd be obtained if the structures were used as inlets i.e. with reversed flow on the
boundaries. .

Figuree 4: The flow simulation. The contours of the static pressure are plotted for the plain
nozzlee (a), nozzle with structures (b), straight slit (c) and the optimized slit (d).
Thee optical cell is flushed better when the beak-structures are used, compared to the step
transitionn (Figure 5).
AA practical illustration of the outlets performances is the simulation of the transport of a
narroww rectangular zone of diffusing species (Figure 6). The dead volume in the bottom of
thee straight slit and the zone bending in the plain nozzle are likely to cause peak
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broadening.. In contrast, the optimized-shape slit or the splitting structures in a flat nozzle
keepp the zone more compact.

Figuree 5: The profiles of the velocity magnitude in the depth transition for an optical cell.
Onlyy velocities lower than 0.4 mm/s are plotted. The transition with beaks (above) results
inn a more uniform flow in the beginning part of the cell than the step transition (below).
Thee end orifice dimensions are 30 x 30 /xm in both cases.

Inn order to obtain a more quantitative characterization of the outlets, the species simulation
iss performed for a broader, Gaussian input profile in time and the mass fraction is
monitoredd as an average at the outflow boundary. From the deconvolution of the input and
thee response functions the transfer function is obtained as explained (Figure 7). Its second
momentt is equal to the contribution of the structure to the total second moment. This is
howeverr obtained more directly and accurately from the moments of the input and output
function,, using eq. (3). The zone broadening in the different outlet structures and its relative
importancee for separation columns of different lengths are summarized in Table 1.
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mass s
fraction n

(a) )

(b) )

(c) )

(d) )

e-04 4
II 7.008-04
I 66 OOa-04
ff 5 008-04
44 00e-04
3.008-04 4
2.006-04 4

f* f*
Figuree 6: The simulation of the transport of a narrow zone of species through the different
outletoutlet designs. The plain nozzle (a), nozzle with structures (b), straight slit (c) optimized slit
(d).Thee original species zone is rectangular, 50 urn long, with a uniform mass fraction
0.001. .

20 0

400

60

80 0

100 0

Floww volume (pL)

Figuree 7: The calculated transfer functions for the concentration of species for the different
outletoutlet structures. The plain nozzle (A), nozzle with structures (B), straight slit (C),
optimizedd slit (D) and the depth transition with beaks (E).The original functions are shifted
inn volume so that their first moments are approximately aligned and shapes can be
compared. .
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Tablee 1: Thepeakk broadeningcausedd by the studied outlet structures.
structure e

»ii (PL)

<7ej j

increasee in the totalpeakk a
Lcoii = 2 cm

Lcoii = 8cm m

straightt slit

55 5

80% %

24% %

optimisedd slit

11 1

5% %

1% %

plainn nozzle

24 4

20% %

5% %

nozzlee with structures

12 2

5% %

11 %

beaks s

20 0

14% %

4% %

Ass can be seen from Figure 7 and Table 1, the straight slit causes a large peak broadening
andd also tailing. The plain nozzle performs much better. Both the optimized slit and the
nozzlee with structures cause an even smaller dispersion, negligible for the 8 cm long
channels. .
Thee adaption with beaks adds some extra volume to the outlet, but the calculated transfer
functionss and the contribution to sigma is quite acceptable for the longer channels. These
resultss on the adaption for the optical cell are however only illustrative. A somewhat wider
celll (combined with a wider flat nozzle) may be preferred in actual practice. A
simultaneouss optimization of the nozzle and the cell dimensions and shapes would be
needed,, but this is an extensive task beyond the scope of this paper. Tracer experiments are
alsoo needed in order to find out whether the step structure indeed causes problems with
bubbless or particles, and whether the beaks would then offer a real improvement without
complicatingg the fabrication process too much.
Thee presented results also demonstrate that it is difficult to make conclusions about the
speciess transport and dispersion only from the flow profiles or the volumes of the
structures.. For example, the contours of pressure are much more deformed by the plain
nozzle,, but this shows lower species dispersion than the straight slit, as is apparent form the
transferr functions or the standard deviations. The optimal-slit outlet, which performs the
best,, has surprisingly the largest volume ( ~ 120 pL).
Althoughh the flat nozzle design was motivated by the use with the microviscometer, in
microdevicess it may be the preferred structure in general because its fabrication would be
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easierr than the fabrication of the optimized slit. However, the latter together with its mirror
imagee would allow easy coupling of two channels of opposite orientation.
Inn the larger sized FFF devices where the channel is defined as a space cut-off in a spacer
layerr clamped in-between a top and a bottom plate, the optimized slit shape could be easily
machinedd in the plates, while the splitting structures would be difficult to implement. As
wass discussed above, reversed flow in the optimized structure would posses the same
uniformity.. The optimized structures are therefore also suitable as low-dispersion inlets. A
modified,, symmetric form, obtained by using the shape on each half of the channel sharing
thee end-orifice in the middle can also be suggested.

Conclusions Conclusions

Thee flat nozzle with splitting structures and the specifically shaped transversal slit both lead
too a negligible zone or peak dispersion as was demonstrated by the presented CFD
simulations.. The designs can be scaled for the use with channels of different dimensions,
andd can be applied in miniaturized on-chip liquid chromatography or in larger sized
systemssystems for field-flow fractionation.
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CHAPTERR 6
Experimentss on improved HDC-chip
prototypes:: a fused silica HDC-chip with
directt UV detection in an optimized deeper
outlett channel
Experimentall results, obtained in various stages of the development of an improved
HDCC chip prototype, are presented. In silicon-glass chips, where the cross-section
deformationn in 1 mm wide channels led to a distortion of the sample zone, better
resultss are obtained in 0.5 mm wide channels, because of lesser distortion. A
preliminaryy separation of bio-macromolecules is shown. Major progress is achieved
withh newly fabricated fused silica HDC-chips. On-chip UV detection is demonstrated,
usingg a deeper optimized outlet slit as an optical cell. Separations of nanoparticles in
aqueouss buffers, obtained with different HDC-chips and under different conditions
aree compared. The results show a strong influence of ionic strength of the buffer on
thee relative elution times of the particles. The influence of pH and flow velocity is
smalll in the studied region. The observed elution times of to-markers in aqueous
bufferss and tetrahydrofuran correspond closely with the theoretical prediction of the
floww velocity and support the validity of the standard flow equations down to the scale
off 1 /*m.

Introduction Introduction
Inn a previous work,1 we have demonstrated the feasibility of the hydrodynamic separation
off particles in a 1 (im deep and 1 mm wide channel etched in a silicon wafer and covered
withh fusion-bonded glass. This development was motivated by the preceding works of
Tijssenn and Bos 2'3 who have proved the possibility to perform this technique, called
hydrodynamicc chromatography4 (HDC) in cylindrical microcapillaries (1.2-2.6 fim ID).
Comparedd to these microcapillaries, such a HDC chip would profit from much higher
detectionn limits and shorter elution times. However, with the basic chip prototype, only topwisee fluorescence imaging could be used for the detection of the separated species.1 In
addition,, the difference in the thermal expansion coefficient of silicon and glass caused
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deformationn of the channel profile of the 1 mm wide channels after the fusion bonding and
ledd to a significant loss in the separation efficiency.
Thesee problems can be simultaneously solved by fabricating the whole chip from fused
silica.. Using a single type of material for both the top and bottom part of the chip should
eliminatee the channel deformation by the thermal contraction of the wafers after the fusion
bonding.. More importantly, fused silica is transparent in the whole UV and visible-light
regionn used for detection in liquid separation methods. In addition, it has excellent
insulatingg properties. The device is therefore potentially interesting also for electro-driven
HDC,, which has been demonstrated in packed fused silica capillaries,5 or for open-channel
capillaryy electrochromatography.6
Miniaturizationn of detectors to a scale of the microfluidic chips is a challenging task. So far
laserr induced fluorescence (LIF) was successfully implemented in such systems.7 Although
fluorescencee detection may be useful in the possible application of the HDC chip for
biopolymers,, for which labeling with fluorescent tags is well established, it is not practical
forr synthetic polymers and colloid particles, where such a derivatization would be difficult,
iff possible.
Inn liquid chromatography (LC) the most commonly used detection principle is UV light
absorption.. In classical HDC, it is applied almost exclusively, mainly because the detection
volumess of other standard detectors based on refractive index or viscosity or light scattering
aree too large with respect to the high peak efficiency obtained in the method. The
integrationn of UV detection on a chip is more difficult than that of fluorescence, however,
promisingg results have recently been presented. 8 ' 91011
Inn this work, we present new experimental results on silicon-glass HDC chips and first
resultss on new chips defined exclusively in fused silica. The previously presented
conclusion'' that moderate reduction in the width of the channel will eliminate the crosssectionall deformation in the case of the silicon-glass chips is supported experimentally. In
thee chips from fused silica, a UV cell is implemented in the form of a low-dispersion
outlet.122 Other but minor improvements in the fluidic design are also performed. In these
chips,, separations of particles are observed, which are comparable to the separations in the
silicon-glasss chips. The influence of ionic strength, velocity and pH is briefly explored. A
separationn of a simple mixture of proteins is achieved. After fluorescence microscopy
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measurements,, a simple UV detection setup is built around the chip, and HDC separations
off polystyrene latex particles with UV detection are performed. The retention data obtained
onn the fused silica chips are combined with the data from the silicon-glass chip and
discussed. .

Theory Theory

Elutionn of hard-sphere particles in flat geometry HDC
ComplexComplex models have been derived by several authors13'14 for the elution time of colloids in
HDC,, where electrostatic and hydrodynamic forces complicate the elution behavior.
Unfortunatelyy the authors have focused on HDC in a cylindrical capillary and a packed
column.. Only the simplest models, which are highly inaccurate for this case, have been
finalizedd also for a flat channel geometry. These models can be written for a flat channel
as15 5

TT = (l + A-CA2)~l

(1)

Heree x is the relative residence time (with respect to the void time i.e. the average residence
timee of the solvent molecules tQ) and X is the relative size of the particle with respect to the
smallestt dimension of the channel. The constant C varies with the complexity of the model.
Whenn only wall exclusion is considered C = 0.5. Including the so-called slip velocity2 in
thee model results in C = 1. However C > 1 should be expected, because of the particle-wall
hydrodynamicc interactions in analogy with the study of Brenner and Gaydos16 performed
forr cylindrical capillaries. In their complicated hydrodynamic analysis, the resulting
constantt C was 2 times higher than the constant C obtained in the case when only slip
velocityy was considered.
Inn this work, equation (1) is used, with C values 0.5, 1 and 2 respectively, for comparison
withh the experimental data because no other model available for a flat channel HDC. In
future,, a better model should be obtained.
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Correctionn of the peak dispersion for analyte size and the effect of side walls

Thee model for zone dispersion of unretained small molecules in a channel formed by
infinitee planparallel plates has to be corrected for the realistic situation in flat channel HDC,
vizz when relatively large analytes are separated and the channel has a finite width:15'17

„„

2D
<w>>

r r
X

h2 . ,
" 105D

Heree N is the plate number, H the theoretical plate height, L the separation channel length,
DD the diffusion coefficient, <u> the average flow velocity, h the height of the flat channel
andd fx and / w are correction factors for respectively the finite analyte size and the finite
channell width.
Accordingg to DiMarzio and Guttman15 and also Giddings18
AA = ( i - i ) 6

(3)

Thiss factor results from the fact that analyte particles being excluded from the walls, diffuse
onlyy over a smaller core layer in a channel, where the relative differences in the velocity at
differentt positions are smaller. This should increase the efficiency for larger analytes in the
convectionn dominated velocity region, so that fast analysis is foreseen. However, Brenner
andd Gaydos16 present a model of this effect in the circular geometry and by including the
hydrodynamicc particle-wall interaction, they obtain a smaller increase in efficiency than
expressedd by eq. (3). We will use this correction here, because a detailed hydrodynamic
analysiss of the problem in flat channels is not yet performed.
Onn the other hand, the finite width of a rectangular channel can substantially reduce the
peakk efficiency because of the concentration gradients originating from the thin stagnant
layerss along the channel side walls. I9-20'21 An upper limit of this contribution to the
dispersionn is
/w=8 8

(4) )
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validd for the long time situation t > w2/ D. Here t is the residence time and w the channel
width.. In smaller times, a transient situation exists where this contribution to the dispersion
iss smaller19, however a detailed theoretical description of the elution profiles is not
availablee in this region. We consider here the long time limit (eq. 4), because this is often
referredd to in literature and has been given a clear interpretation.20,21

Floww velocity
Thee residence time of a small molecular marker may not always represent correctly the
averagee flow velocity and consequently the void time f0- For example, in case the molecule
adsorbss on the channel wall it is delayed and time f0 is overestimated. In low ionic strengths
buffers,, the thick electrical double layer may partly repel the molecule from the slow
velocityy region near the surface and to is then underestimated. It is therefore useful to
comparee the average marker velocity obtained from its residence time and the length of the
separationn channel, to the theoretical average velocity of the carrier fluid, calculated from
thee applied pressure drop Ap the and dynamic viscosity rj as22

(u)(u) = ^ -

(5)

Somee authors have reported large deviations from eq. (5) in microscale,23 while
experimentss of others support the validity of classical flow equations for microchannels.
Ourr results (see further) favor the latter standpoint.

Experimental Experimental

Chipp design and fabrication
Thee silicon-glass chips were fabricated in the same way as reported previously.25 In the
fabricationn of the fused silica chips similar technology but with different parameters was
applied.. The flat channel is defined in fused silica by photolithography and wet etching, the
slitss by Reactive Ion Etching, in this case to a depth of 30 fim. Powder blasting was used to
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createe the access holes to the slits. The top and bottom wafers were joined by fusion
bonding,, however higher temperatures than in the case of the glass-silicon chip were
necessary.. Details will be described in a separate paper. Pressure tests, performed on fusedsilicaa chips with 2 mm wide channels have shown that the chips can withstand pressures of
severall 10's bar.
Thee fluidic design of the HDC fused silica chips (Figure 1), is based on the previous design
usedd for the silicon-glass chip with a 0.5 mm wide separation channel, however with
severall modifications. Most importantly, the end of the separation channel and the outlet
slitt are adapted in order to allow UV detection with an optical path length ~ 30 fim (being
thee depth of the slit). The width of the outlet slit is also 30 fim. The separation channel is 69
mmm long. The same injection system as previously is used26, however the length of the
injectionn space between slit 2 and 3 was shortened to 150 fim, in order to prevent
overfillingg in cases where visual inspection of injection process is not possible (experiments
withh UV detection). The ends of the resistance channel have been adapted (Figure 1), in
orderr to prevent collection of particles in sharp corners.
Twoo chips are defined in a single pair of wafers, and sawn apart after the fusion bonding.
Accordingg to the measurements by ellipsometry, the depth of the channel in the fused silica
chipp used in the presented studies was 0.97

0.05 fim.

Apparatus s
Thee setup for the fluorescence microscopy imaging was already described. A more
accuratee pressure meter (type PM100D, resolution lkPa, World Precision Instruments,
USA)) was implemented for the pressurized-gas system. In the setup for UV detection
(Figuree 2), the microscope is replaced with an external optical fiber and a photocell,
connectedd to a standard HPLC detector system (type Spectra 100, Spectra Physics).
AA rectangular aperture 100 x 200 jam, defined in a 100 fim thick steel blade is placed on the
topp of the chip and below the photocell. This is aligned parallel to the outlet slit, right
beyondd the depth transition structure (shown in detail in Figure 1). This aperture has larger
dimensionss than what the desired optical cell volume (~ 75 pL i.e. a 80 fim long part of the
300 (im x 30 fim outlet slit) corresponding to the highest theoretical efficiency - 300 000
theoreticall plates. However this high efficiency cannot be achieved at this stage, where the
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side-walll effect is not yet suppressed. Therefore a larger aperture was used, which can be
alignedd with the groove more easily and should give enough sensitivity for the basic tests in
thiss simple system.
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Figuree 1: The features of the improved HDC-chip from fused silica shown on one half of
thee fabrication mask.

Thiss aperture would increase the detection cell volume to 180 pL and thus increase the zone
standardd deviation by < 20% (for a column efficiency < 300 000 plates), provided the
(transient)) Taylor dispersion in this cell is not significantly developed over a length of 200
fim.fim. An exact solution of concentration profiles subject to a transient form of Taylor
dispersionn is not available, therefore further computational fluid dynamics studies will be
necessaryy to find optimal cell dimensions. A shorter, broader cell may perform better.
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Figuree 2: A prototype setup for UV detection on the fused silica HDC chip.

Chemicals s
Polystyrenee latex particle standards of nominal size 61 nm (Polysciences, USA) and 155
nmm (Duke Scientific, USA), fluorescently labeled particles of nominal size 26, 44 and 110
nmm and fluorescently labeled bovine serum albumin (BSA) and bovine eye alpha-crystalin
(Molecularr Probes, Leiden, The Netherlands) were used as test analytes, together with t0
markerss 4(5)-carboxyfluorescein (Sigma-Aldrich) and sodium benzoate.
Severall aqueous buffers were used as eluents: 10 mM phosphate buffer pH = 7.0, 10 mM
andd ImM MOPS buffer pH = 7.0, 10 mM and 0.1 mM borate buffer pH = 9.2. All water
usedd was deionized and subboil-distilled. Tetrahydrofuran (HPLC grade, Bioscience, The
Netherlands)) and methanol (P.A. grade, Acros, Belgium) were used in the studies of the
elutionn of small molecules.

Procedures s
Beforee the first elution experiments, the newly fabricated chips were flushed with a buffer
off pH 9 in order to maximize the number of silanol groups on the channel surface. These
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groupss should reduce the possible interaction of a negatively charged marker with a
surface,, dissociated at pH 7 and 9 used in the study. All eluents were filtered prior to use
throughh a 0.02 /xm membrane filter (Anotop 25, Whatman). Upstream each reservoir a 0.5
/xmm in-line filter (Upchurch, USA) was placed. The aqueous samples with particles were
sonicatedd and filtered through a 0.45 fxm hydrophilic syringe filter (type Millex LH, Fisher
Scientific)) and the samples in organic solvents with a 0.2 (im hydrophobic filter (Millex FG
Fisherr Scientific) before injecting. When UV detection is used instead of fluorescence
imaging,, and thus a visual control of the injection process on the chip is not possible, the
injectionn steps are controlled by timed switching of the valves. In the processing of the
chromatograms,, Gaussian shape was used for the peaks.

ResultsResults and Discussion

Deformationn of the silicon-glass chips vs side wall effect
Inn order to investigate the cause of the parabolic deformation of the zones which was
observedd in the first HDC chip prototype with a 1 mm wide channel in the silicon-glass
chip,, new chips with channels of different widths, 1 mm and 0.5 mm, were fabricated. The
fabricationn was done in the same batch. In these chips, separations of fluorescent
nanoparticles,, similar to the previous experiments,1 were performed (Figure 3). A different
*o-marker,, carboxyfluorescein, was used. This compound is more negatively charged than
thee previously used fluorescein and should thus less interact with the negatively charged
surface.. In this situation, only hydrodynamic effects should contribute to its migration and
dispersion. .
Wee have already assumed that the distortion in the 1 mm channel is caused mainly by the
deformedd channel cross-section, due to the mismatch in the thermal contraction after the
fusionn bonding. This mismatch causes a slight bending of both wafers and consequently a
slightt increase in the thickness of the channel in the middle as compared to the sides. The
resultingg higher flow velocity in the middle deforms the zone of the sample into a crescent
shapee which overwhelms the deformation caused by the retentive effect of the side walls.
Bothh effects eventually limit the efficiency. A channel, narrower in width should be much
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lesss affected by deformation of the wafers. The present results seem to confirm this
interpretation.. The lateral profiles of the zones of the separated particles as well as the
markerr are much less deformed in the 0.5 mm channel (Figure 3).

Figuree 3: A top view of the HDC separation of fluorescent nanoparticles and a marker
(carboxyfluorescein,, CFL) in a 1 mm wide (above) and 0.5 mm wide (below) channel in
thee silicon-glass chip. Buffer 10 raM borate, pH = 9.2, working pressure 3.5 bar.

Forr comparison, a similar separation in a chip from fused silica is shown in Figure 4. Here
also,, the zone distortion is much smaller than in the 1 mm wide channel in the silicon-glass
chip. .
Becausee of the difficulties of the fluorescence imaging in the 1 /xm channels, specifically
thee nonuniformity of the illumination and insufficient sensitivity of the camera, the quality
off the images is not good enough to allow quantification of the dispersion.
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Figuree 4: Similar separation as on Figure 3 but in a fused silica chip. Buffer 10 mM borate,
pHH = 9.2, working pressure 6.5 bar.

However,, the zone profiles in the 0.5 mm wide channel clearly show the transient form of
thee side wall effect, which applies for Dt «

w1 and illustrate the limitations of its

theoreticall description. The average second moment of the zone for which Doshi19 has
derivedd a complex analytical expression (cf Appendix) is not very informative in the earlier
partt of the transient period (Figure 3 below, 25 mm), because it would be is largely formed
byy the contribution of the long but narrow tail along the side walls. In practice, this form of
tailingg would rather increase the baseline than broaden the peaks. Nevertheless, further
downn along the channel lengths the side wall effect becomes significant and reduces the
finall efficiency as is shown. We are currently working on adaptations of the chip design
whichh would reduce or eliminate the dispersion caused by the side walls.

Preliminaryy separation of bio-polymers
Attemptss to apply HDC to separation of bio-macromolecules such as proteins, DNA or
TMVV or even cells can be found in literature.27,28'29'30 In the work of Kraak et al.,28 a
preliminaryy separation of proteins was obtained in packed column HDC with 2 [im packing
size.. We have performed a comparable separation in the 1 /tm deep flat channel of the HDC
chipp under similar conditions (Figure 5).
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Figuree 5: Separation of 2 proteins in and the f0-marker CFL. Conditions: 10 mM borate
bufferr pH = 9.2. Working pressure 8 bar. Silicon-glass chip with 0.5 mm wide separation
channel. .

AA clear separation is obtained, however the molecules migrate and elute close to each other.
Thiss is because the proteins are rather small with respect to the channel depth and not too
differentt in dimensions. Bovine eye alpha crystaline, despite of its large molecular mass
(8000 kDa) is a very compact prolate molecule with dimensions of only - 9 x 1 8 nm, and
thuss not much larger than the molecule of bovine serum albumin (BSA, 60 kDa) which has
aa diameter of ~ 8 nm."
Withh respect to the selectivity and efficiency, channels of submicron depth would be
generallyy preferred for the separation of proteins,28 because protein molecules are usually
nott larger than a few tens of nm's.31 We plan to explore the separation of proteins and other
bio-macromoleculess also in channels of submicron depth.

Fusedd silica HDC chip with UV detection.
Afterr measurements with fluorescence microscopy, the same fused silica chip was used in
thee UV detection setup. Chromatograms showing separation of polystyrene latex particle
standardss and benzoate, used as t0 marker are presented in Figure 6. The 26 nm particles
weree the same fluorescent labeled polystyrenes used in the FIM experiments, added to the
presentt sample for comparison.
Ass can be seen, reproducible chromatograms can be obtained already with this basic setup,
withh different flow velocities. However, the noise level of the detection is quite high and
nott stable during the experiments. This is because the optical components in the prototype
aree not fixed directly to the chip but to the common base which supports also the
multicomponentt positioning system of the chip. This complicated configuration enables
bothh UV detection and inspection of the chip with the microscope, however, vibrations and
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misalignmentss cannot be avoided. In the next stage the optical components holders and the
chipp clamp should be integrated.
(a) )
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Figuree 6: Chromatograms obtained in the HDC chip from fused silica with UV detection.
Separationn of polystyrene latex standards of a size 155 nm (1) and 61 nm (2), the
previouslyy used florescent particles 26 nm (3) and benzoate (marker, 4) in 1 mM MOPS
buffer,, pH = 7. Detection at 230 nm. Working pressure 6.1 bar (a-above), 1.7 bar (a-below),
4.66 bar (b, triplo).

Strayy light bypassing the cell because of the larger aperture, no focussing being used for the
excitationn beam, also limits the sensitivity.
Consideringg the simplicity of the system, the obtained results are very promising and
motivatee further developments. This should also involve additional computational fluid
dynamicss studies, aimed to possible increase of the optical cell dimensions or shape
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optimization.. A modification of the design of the transition from the flat channel to the
detectionn cell may be also necessary.
Becausee of the importance of UV detection for also the liquid chromatography of small
molecules,, the fused silica chip presents an opportunity for ultimate miniaturization in this
fieldd (/iLC).

Influencee of experimental conditions on elution of particles in aqueous buffers
Ass was already noted in the theoretical section, the elution behavior of particles in aqueous
eluentss is much more complicated than what the simplest HDC theories (eq. 1) predict. This
iss illustrated in Figure 7 where the experimental data obtained on various chips under
variouss conditions are plotted together with the simple theoretical relations.
Thee strong influence of ionic strength can be explained by the repulsion of the expanded
electricall doublelayers at the channel wall and the particle surface. This repulsion restricts
thee particles to a narrower inner core of the channel than what corresponds to the steric
exclusionn from the wall, thus effectively reducing the channel dimensions. This increases
thee selectivity of the method, however, the results in very weak buffers (I < 1 mM) are less
reproduciblee than in stronger buffers. An influence of pH on the elution of the 44 nm
particless is observed, possibly due to different surface properties of those particles as
comparedd to the 26 and 110 nm particles from the same manufacturer. The influence of the
floww velocity is almost negligible in the studied region of conditions. This suggests that
transversall hydrodynamic forces such as the "tubular pinch" effect13 are small. However
laterall forces such as the retarding particle-wall hydrodynamic interaction (see Brenner16)
mayy be present. In fact the slope of trendlines of the experimental data is higher than the
slopee of basic model with C = 1 (which represents the absence of hydrodynamic particlewalll interaction). In the plot a value C = 2 is used for comparison. Clearly, a better
theoreticall description of elution of particles in aqueous buffers is needed.
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Figuree 7: Relative residence time of colloidal particles in HDC-chip separations in aqueous
eluentss under different conditions. Data from silicon-glass chips (+,x) and a fused silica
chipp (A,0,D). Ionic strength of the eluent is indicated in the picture (measurement in pure
waterr is assigned K 10"5 M); pH is ~ 9 (gray filling) or ~ 7. Linear flow velocity is ~ 0.2
mmm s"'(0); ~ 0.5 mm s'^O.+.x); ~ 0.7 mm s"'(A). In the measurements with UV detection
(solidd shapes) benzoate was used as /0-marker. Carboxyfluorescein was used as the marker
inn all other measurements. Drawn lines are representing eq. (1) for different values of C.

Preliminaryy (LC) experiments in organic solvents.
Thee whole fluidic part of the system has proven to be resistant to organic solvents. This was
testedd by continuous flushing with methanol and subsequently tetrahydrofuran (THF) over
severall weeks. The drawback of the prototype setup is however the necessity to loosen the
chipp clamp when replacing one solvent with another, in order allow fast purge of the
connectionn tubing. During this operation, the solvent may spill over the top of chip. This is
especiallyy troublesome with aggressive organic solvents like THF. Moreover, the clampchipp interface may be contaminated and the detection setup has to be re-aligned each time.
Inn future the fluidic design of both the chip and the external system should be adapted to
alloww easy solvent change. This can be done e.g. by implementing larger in-chip grooves
withh 2-point connections instead of 1-point connections, in a similar design as is already
usedd for the delivery of the sample to slit 3. 26 This loop-like configuration for slit 1 is also
feasiblee for the possible use of a uLC gradient pump and is thus interesting for the
envisionedd chip-LC application.
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Forr the mentioned reasons only preliminary experiments results were performed with
organicc solvents. On the silicon-glass chips, interactions of small molecules with the chip
surfacee were studied with fluorescence microscopy. Three compounds were found which
alloww simple multicolor fluorescence imaging using a single excitation and emission filter.
Thesee compounds were Coumarine 7, Nile Red and 8-methoxypyrene-l,3,6-trisulfonic acid
givingg respectively green, red and blue fluorescence using a mercury lamp and single filter
sett (330-385 nm band excitation filter, 420 nm cut-off emission filter). This allows an easy
identificationn in case of co-elution or change in the elution order and would be useful for
studiess involving application of stationary phases on the same device. In the fused silica
chipss the retention and the zone shapes were comparable to that obtained in a silicon-glass
chip. .
Next,, the elution of toluene in THF was studied in the fused silica chip with UV detection
(Figuree 8). The elution was reproducible and consistent with a flow velocity according to
eq.. (5) (see next section). On the assumption that this equation holds for the scale of 1 /im
andd the measurement of the chip height is correct, this suggests that the molecule does not
interactt with the chip surface. Toluene has been used as a r0-marker in THF both in packed
columnn HDC (silica packing) and micro-capillary HDC of synthetic polymers.232 In these
systemss the authors also obtained results consistent with an assumption that toluene was not
retainedd on the packing or capillary surface.
Inn the next stage, separation of polystyrene standards in THF will be studied in this device.

Figuree 8 The elution of the f0-marker toluene in THF in the fused silica HDC-chip. UV
detectionn at 260 nm. Working pressure 4.5 bar, elution time 65 sec.

Validityy of flow predictions in the l-/*m scale and the residence time of a marker.
Strictlyy speaking no absolute answer can be given about either the possible deviations from
thee classical Navier-Stokes equations in the 1 ftm scale and the interactions of the marker
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withh the wall because both would lead to a discrepancy between a pressure-flow experiment
andd equation (5). However, a reasonable correspondence in elution times and predicted
floww velocities was observed in our elution experiments for different to-markers in different
solventss (Figure 9). Hence it is likely that the flow equations hold even on the scale of ~ 1
/xm,, in accordance with other recent literature.24
Thee temperature of the device was assumed to equal the laboratory temperature (21-23 °C),
andd in equation (5) a viscosity 0.50 mPa s for THF and 0.93 mPa s for pure water was used,
obtainedd by linear interpolation for 22 °C from values given for 20 and 25 °C. 33

p/kPa a

Figuree 9: The comparison of the theoretical (

) and the experimental (x,0) pressure-

velocityy relation. Data are obtained from the elution times of toluene in THF (x) and
carboxyfluoresceinn and benzoate in aqueous buffers (0; colors according to Figure 7).

Peakk Dispersion
Fromm the chromatograms obtained using the UV detection a preliminary quantification of
thee dispersion in the fused silica chip is possible (Figure 10).
Forr the small molecules and small particles the number of plates (~ 104) is substantially
lower,, than what any planparallel plate model predicts. Because here a cross-sectional
deformationn of the chip should be much smaller than in the silicon-glass chips, it can be
concludedd that the large dispersion for these faster diffusing analytes is caused by the sidewalll effect. However, the efficiencies for the larger particles are higher than what the longtimee expression for the side wall effect predicts. This is expected because the discussed
transientt situation applies. The highest achieved plate numbers in these experiments with
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611 nm and 155 nm particles were ~ 80 000, in some experiments with 110 nm particles
platee numbers up to ~ 130 000 were obtained. Nevertheless, the efficiencies obtained for
thee smaller analytes are too low.
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Figuree 10 The dispersion expressed in the number of theoretical plates for the fused silica
HDCC chip, according to different approximate theories (empty shapes, different broken
lines)) and as obtained in the experiments (solid shapes, solid lines) at different velocities.
LinearLinear flow velocities 0.72 mm s"1 (A), 0.46 mm s"1 (D) and 0.21 mm s"1 (O). Theoretical
dispersion:: infinite planparallel plates, no particle size correction (— • —), particle size
correctionn included (
((

), long-time side-wall effect and particle size correction included

). The measured values are obtained under the same conditions as in Figure 6.

Figuree 11: Suggested elimination of the effect of the side walls on the dispersion via
confinedd injection volume.

Eliminationn of the side wall effect should substantially increase the performance of the
device.. This should be possible e.g. by implementing sheath flow in the injection structure,
soo that the sample comes in the reach of the side wall only at the end of the separation.
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Thee distance a should be chosen according to the diffusion coefficient of the fastest
diffusingg species in the system a ~ {Dif5. For example for D = 10"10 and separation time
1000 s, this distance is - 100 pm on both sides, which together is an acceptable 20% of a
channell width w = 1000 (im.

Conclusions Conclusions

Thee feasibility of planar on-chip hydrodynamic chromatography on fused silica chips with
UVV detection has been demonstrated. Separations of nanoparticles were obtained under a
widee range of experimental conditions. Quantitative interpretation of the retention data
wouldd require a more complex migration theory. Previously assumed deformation of the
earlierr used 1 mm silicon-glass chips is supported experimentally. The perspective material
forr the HDC chip is fused silica, where the width can likely be increased to 1 mm or more
withoutt deformation. Further improvements in the fluidic design are desirable. These
shouldd include reduction or elimination of the effect of the side walls on the efficiency and
ann increase of the optical cell dimensions.
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APPENDIX X
TheThe transient form of species dispersion in a rectangular
channel channel
Exactt flow profile.
Thee exact velocity profile in a channel of a rectangular cross-section of width w and depth h
iss given by'

uu =

dzdz 8/7
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Forr an aspect ratio wlh —> » the average velocity <u> equals 2/3 «mat as in the
approximationn by planparallel plates (used in Chapter 3). This approximation gives a very
goodd estimate (~ 5 % error) for <«> already for aspect ratios > 10.' Figure 1 shows a
contourr plot of the velocity profile (eq. 1) for this aspect ratio.
Thee hydrodynamic entrance length2 over which this profile develops, l~0.lRe.h

is much

smallerr than the height of the channel because of the very small Reynolds number in the
consideredd application (Re « 1).

Figuree 1: Contour plot of the velocity profile (eq. 1) for an aspect ratio wlh = 10.

Transientt dispersion.
Thee very narrow regions along the side walls where the velocity decreases to zero can
eventuallyy cause a considerable dispersion, even in the case of very large aspect ratios. The
transientt form of this (cross-sectional-average) dispersion was studied by in detail by Doshi
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ett al.1 Their results are adapted here in the formalism of effective diffusivity and dispersion
coefficientt (an alternative3 to the plate-height concept). The additional peak variance ax
createdd during the separation can be written as a function of an effective diffusivity Dejörand
thee time r:

< 7 > 2 Z VV + <

(2)

0

Thee effective diffusion constant includes a contribution due to stationary diffusion effects
(thee true diffusion coefficient D) and a convective component:

DDeSeS

= D{l + a0Pef/2)

(3)

where e

PePeU2U2

(h(h
=

2)(u)
-^-

1/22

(4)

D

Thee subscript 1/2 reflects that this Peclet number is defined with respect to half of the
characteristicc dimension, contrary to the definitions of Pe numbers used in the preceding
chapters. .
Forr large aspect ratios the effective diffusivity can be written as a sum of the separate
contributionss of the gradients in the x-direction (K2) and the y-direction (K3)

\6t]D\6t]D (dp
/ i 33
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[dz

Fromm eq. (1) a relation between the pressure gradient and maximum velocity follows as
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Substitutingg eq. (6) into eq. (5) and comparing eq. (4) and (3) with eq. (5) gives a relation

(">> = J—",
aa

(7) )

ff

Becausee for larger aspect ratios <u> ~ /3 u^, the dispersion constant can be related to Kt
as s

«o=K. .

(8) )

Thee solution found by Doshi for K] can be then related to the dispersion constant OQ as:
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ww
iss the dimensionless time (Fourier number) for the channel width. Thus the dispersion at a
certainn time /* is specified by the aspect ratio w/h solely (Figure 2). First the dispersion
developss caused by the gradients in the y-direction. For later times the dispersion caused by
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gradientss in the x-direction is added which for t* —> °° leads to a constant dispersion
coefficient: :

aa00

16 6
«
105 5

(13) )

1.0E+000 j

1.0E-05 5
1.0E-066 1.0E-05 1.0E-04 1 .OE-03 1 .OE-02 1.0E-01 1.0E+00

t** = 4Dt/w2
Figuree 2: The dispersion coefficient according to eq. (9) for different aspect ratios.
Thee dispersion curves in Figure 2 are given for instantaneous dispersion constants. The
dispersionn coefficient averaged over a complete analysis would be:

aa00=-\a=-\a00U)dt U)dt

(14) )

Plottingg the time-averaged dispersion for a real HDC channel for relevant analysis times is
shownn in Figure 3. It is clear that this is located in the transient region in which the
gradientss in the x-direction are starting to add to the dispersion:
hh22

w2
««

DD

t «

(15) )

D

Itt is convenient to approximate the time-averaged dispersion constants for the region
00 < t < 240 s by using a fit of the form:
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Inn this fit a diffusivity of D0 = 3 x 10"" m2/s is used. The scaling factor DID0 can be applied
too species with a different diffusion constant D. For an aspect ratio of 500, c = 0.28 and d =
0.47;; for an aspect ratio of 1000, c = 0.082 and d = 0.58.
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Figuree 3: The time-averaged dispersion coefficient for an analyte with D = 3 x 10"" m2/s
forr different channel aspect ratios.

However,, in the transient region (eq. 15) this dispersion theory is still overestimating the
rolee of the side wall effect for an actual separation, at least for shorter times. The
concentrationn profile of the sample zone, averaged over the cross-section would not be a
Gaussiann one, because of the long but narrow tailing along the side walls (Figure 4). This
longg narrow tail contributes largely to the standard deviation of the corresponding peak but
lesss to its effective width, relevant for the resolution. In practice, large part of this tailing
wouldd merge with the baseline.

Nevertheless,, although there is clearly a practical region (for slower diffusing species)
wheree the dispersion is lower than that in the long time solution given by eq. (13), further
reductionn ' or even elimination of the effect (as suggested in Chapter 6) is preferable.
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Figuree 4: A schematic illustration of the effect of the side walls on the peak shape, in the
earlyy parts of the transient region.
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SUMMARY Y
Inn this thesis a design and prototype tests of a chip-like miniaturized integrated microfluidic
systemm for hydrodynamic chromatography (HDC) are presented. The system is suitable for
sizee characterization of large species such as particles or polymers.

Chapterr 1 is a general introduction. First, the concept of miniaturized analytical systems is
addressed.. Then, the state-of-the-art of size-separation methods, specifically HDC, is
discussed.. The proposed layout of a chip for HDC is presented. Next, the microtechnology
forr the fabrication of the chip is briefly illustrated, and possibilities for the implementation
off various microdetectors are discussed. Finally, fluidics and the computational fluid
dynamicss (CFD) simulation method used in the design are briefly explained.

Inn Chapter 2, theoretical aspects of the miniaturization of pressure-driven liquid
chromatographyy and the specifics of HDC are addressed. First, approximate scaling rules
aree derived for different miniaturization schemes. Then, a more general concept of a timeefficiencyy parametric plot is introduced and extended to include all instrumental limitations
relatedd to kinetic parameters. Such plots allow an absolute and comprehensive evaluation of
variouss column designs, i.e. packed, microcapillary and on-chip columns. This concept is
thenn adapted for HDC, where a time-resolution plot is used because of the direct relation
betweenn column geometry and selectivity in this technique. It is concluded that a thin but
widee on-chip chromatographic column enables fast, moderately resolved separations
executedd in practical detection volumes. Finally, an HDC chip of specific dimensions is
theoreticallyy evaluated.

Thee design and experiments on the first HDC chip prototype made of silicon and glass are
presentedd in Chapter 3. Successful separations of fluorescently labeled latex nanospheres
aree demonstrated on a chip with a 1000 /-im wide and 1 /xm deep channel. Deviations from
HDCC retention and dispersion theories are found. The deviation in residence time is
attributedd to colloidal forces in aqueous solutions, the one in dispersion to a cross-sectional
deformationn of the channel due to a mismatch in thermal expansion coefficients of silicon
andd glass.
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Chapterr 4 describes in detail the specific injection system that was used in this device.
CFDD simulation predictions obtained during its design are presented, and compared with
injectionn experiments. A good correspondence is found.

Inn Chapter 5, a design of an optimized outlet transition structure between a wide flat
separationn channel and a narrow detection channel is presented. Classical fluidics is used,
togetherr with CFD, in order to choose a suitable shape. A flat nozzle with splitting
structures,, and a specifically shaped slit, both lead to low zone dispersion. A short depth
transitionn structure from the flat nozzle into a deeper optical detection cell is suggested.

Ann HDC chip made of fused silica exclusively, with vertical through-chip UV detection in
thee optimized outlet channel, is presented in Chapter 6. With this device, separations of
polystyrenee latex nanoparticles standards are demonstrated. The influence of experimental
conditionss on particle retention is explored. A separation of proteins is also obtained. In
addition,, the influence of the channel width on the deformation of its cross-section in the
silicon-glasss chips, and the consequent crescent shape of the zone is studied. This
deformationn is found to be much smaller in the 500 jum wide chips. With this smaller
deformation,, a transient form of side-wall effect on dispersion can be studied. A remedy is
suggestedd in order to eliminate this effect.

SAMENVATTING G
Ditt proefschrift beschrijft de ontwikkeling en het testen van een prototype van een chiptype,,

geminiaturiseerd,

geïntegreerd,

microfluidic

analytisch

systeem

voor

hydrodynamischee chromatografie (HDC), die geschikt is voor de grootte-bepaling van
speciess zoals polymeren of discrete deeltjes.

Hoofdstukk 1 is de algemene introductie. De definitie van geminiaturiseerde analytische
systemenn wordt gegeven. Vervolgens worden de reeds bestaande methoden voor groottescheidingen,, met name HDC, besproken. Het schema van een chip systeem voor HDC
wordtt gepresenteerd. Verder is de microtechnologie voor het maken van de HDC chip kort
beschrevenn en de mogelijkheden voor de integratie van micro-detectoren besproken.
Tenslottee is de methode voor computational fluid dynamica (CFD) simulaties, die in de
loopp van de ontwikkeling werden gebruikt, uitgelegd.

Inn Hoofstuk 2 worden de theoretische aspecten van het miniaturiseren van druk-gedreven
vloeistoff chromatografie systemen besproken. Eerst worden er benaderde schaal-regels
voorr verschillende schema's van het miniaturiseren afgeleid. Vervolgens wordt er een meer
algemeenn concept voor de tijd-efficiency relatie geïntroduceerd en deze wordt uitgebreid
omm alle instrumentale beperkingen die verband hebben met kinetische parameters te
omvatten.. De weergave in grafieken maakt een absolute, complete evaluatie mogelijk voor
verschillendee kolomtypen, d.w.z gepakte, microcapillaire en op-chip kolommen. Het
conceptt wordt vervolgens toegepast voor HDC, waarin tijd-resolutie plots worden gebruikt
vanwegee een direct verband tussen de geometrie van de op-chip kolom en de selectiviteit.
Alss conclusie wordt getrokken dat een brede chromatografische op-chip kolom toelaat
snellee scheidingen met matige resolutie bij praktische detectie volumina. Tenslotte wordt de
theoretischee prestatie van een HDC chip met bepaalde dimensies wordt geëvalueerd.

Hett ontwerp en de experimenten op een prototype HDC chip van silicium en glas worden
gepresenteerdd

in Hoofdstuk 3. Scheidingen

van gelabelde fluorescerende

latex

nanodeeltjess zijn gedemonstreerd op een chip van 1000 /xm breed en 1 /im diep.
Afwijkingenn van de bestaande eenvoudige HDC retentie en dispersie modellen zijn
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waargenomen.. Deze worden toegeschreven aan colloïdale interacties in waterige
oplossingenn respectievelijk de deformatie van de doorsnede van het scheidingskanaal
vanwegee het verschil in thermische uitzetting van silicium en glas.

Hoofdstukk 4 beschrijft in detail het specifieke injectiesysteem dat in dit ontwerp wordt
gebruikt.. De CFD voorspellingen die werden gemaakt tijdens de ontwikkeling van dit
systeemm worden vergeleken met de injectie-experimenten. Een goede overeenkomst is
gevonden. .

Inn Hoofdstuk 5 is het ontwerp van een optimale overgangsstructuur tussen het breed vlak
scheidingskanaall en een nauwer detectiekanaal beschreven. Klassieke hydrodynamica
regelss samen met CFD worden gebruikt om de juiste vorm te kiezen. Een vlak spuitvormig
kanaall met splitsingsstructuren en een geoptimaliseerde uitgangsgroef leiden beide tot
weinigg extra zone dispersie. Een korte structuur voor de overgang van de vlakke spuit naar
eenn diepere detectiecel wordt voorgesteld.

Eenn chip van fused silica met UV detectie in loodrechte richting het geoptimaliseerd
uitgangskanaall wordt in Hoofdstuk 6 gepresenteerd. Met dit ontwerp, zijn scheidingen van
polystyreenn latex standaarden uitgevoerd en aangetoond. De invloed van de experimentele
conditiess op de retentie van de deeltjes is onderzocht. Daarnaast is een scheiding van
eiwittenn is verkregen. Tevens wordt de invloed van de breedte van het kanaal op de
deformatiee van zijn doorsnede en de daaruit volgende deformatie van de zones onderzocht.
Dezee deformatie is veel kleiner in 500 /im brede kanalen. Door de kleinere deformatie is
hett mogelijk om het effect van de zijkanten van het kanaal op de dispersie te bestuderen. Er
wordtt een aanpassing voorgesteld die dit effect kan elimineren.

SHRNUTÏ Ï
Tatoo prace se zabyva n&vrhem a experimantalfmi

testy ëipu se podobajiciho,

miniaturizovanéhoo

analytického

integrovaného

mikrofluidniho

systému

pro

hydrodynamickouu chromatografii (HDC), vhodného k charakterizaci velikosti vëtsïch
species,, napfïklad polymerü nebo koloidnich ëéstic.

Kapitolaa 1 je obecny üvod. Nejprve je vysvëtlen pojem miniaturizovany analyticky sytém.
Naslednëë jsou diskutovany souëasné metody pro separaci podle velikosti, zejména HDC, a
jee pfedstaven navrh HDC ëipu. Dale jsou struënë uveden postup vyroby tohoto ëipu a
moznostii implementace rüznych mikrodetekorü. Zavërem je vysvëtlena metoda simulaci
pomocii poëftaëové fluidnf dynamiky (CFD), jez byla pouzita pfi vyvoji uvedeného
systému. .

VV Kapitole 2 jsou rozebrany teoretické aspekty miniaturizace tlakem hnané kapalinové
chromatografiee se zvlS§tnfm pfihlédnutim k HDC. Nejprve jsou uvedeny §kaïovaci' vztahy
proo rüzna miniaturizaCnf schemata. Poté je uveden obecnëjsï pojem grafu Cas-üëinnost a
tentoo pojem je dale rozgifen tak, ze zahrnuje vgechna instrumentaënf omezeni vztahujfci se
kee kinetickym prarametrüm. Tyto grafy umozfiuji absolutni a celostnï zhodnocenf typu
kolony,, tj. kolony naplftové, kolony mikrokapilarni, a kolony na ëipu. Uvedeny pojem je
pfispüsobenn pro HDC, kde jsou pouzity grafy ëas-rozli§eni, nebof v této metodë je také
selektivitaa pfïmo zavisla na geometrii kolony. Zavërem je teoreticky studovana vykonnost
HDCC ëipu urëitych rozmërü.

Vyvojj a experimety na prvnfm prototypu HDC ëipu, zhotoveného z kfemiku a skla, jsou
uvedenyy v Kapitole 3. Rozdëleni fluorescentnë znaëenych latexovych nanoëastic jsou
demonstrovénaa v 1000 /xm Sirokém a 1 /im hlubokém kanalu. ZjiStëny jsou odchylky od
jednoduchychh HDC teorif pro retenci, respective disperzi. Tyto jsou pfipsany koloidnim
interakcimm ve vodnych roztocfch, respective deformaci prüfezu separaëniho kanalu,
zpüsobenéé odlisnymi koeficienty teplotni roztaznosti kfemiku a skla.
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Kapitolaa 4 detailnë popisuje zvlastnf nastfikovy system, pouzity v uvedeném zaffzeni.
Pfedpovëdii ziskané pomoci CFD simulaci bëhem vyvoje tohoto systému jsou uvedeny a
porovnanyy s experimentem. Vysledky si odpovïdaji.

VV Kapitole 5 je popsan navrh optimalizovaného pfechodu mezi sirokym plochym
separënfmm kanalem a üzkym detekënfm kanalem. Klasicka hydromechanika je pouzita
spoleCnëë s CFD simulacemi pfi vybëru vhodného tvaru tohoto pfechodu. Plocha tryska s
dëlicfmii prvky a optimalizovany odtokovy zafez se oba vyznaëuji nizkou disperzi zón. Dale
jee navrzena kratka struktura pro pfechod z ploché trysky do hlubsï detekëni cely.

Kfemennyy HDC ëip se svislou UV detekci v optimalizovaném odtokovém kanale je popsan
vv Kaptole 6. Na tomto zaffzeni je demonstrovano rozdëlenf standardü polystyrenovych
latexovychh nanoëastic. Vliv experimentalnfch podmfnek na tyto separace je prozkouman.
Pfedbëznëë je dosazeno rozdëlenf bilkovin. Dale je studovan vliv sffky kanalu na deformaci
jehoo prüfezu a naslednou deformaci zón v ëipech z kfemiku a skla. Tato deformace je
mnohemm mensi v kanalech sirokych 500 /im, coz umoznuje studii vlivu boënfch sten kanalu
naa dispersi. Zavërem je navrzena üprava, jez tento effect odstranï.
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